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Abstract

The objective of the dissertation u'as to estimate a small disequilibrium

nacroeconomic model. A disequilibrium macroeconometric model is one in

u'hich a system of equations specifies a regine, and there are three or four

such regimes. An observation of the data is assigned to the regime rvhich

has the highest probablity of occurrence. Alternatively, the model allows

for su'itching betrveen regimes and each regime characterized by a system o{

equations. The method of estimation was Full-Information Maximum Like-

lilrood. The data is Canadian from 1972.L to tr985.3. We s'ere able to obtain

estimates which are quite reasonable. The model also repiicated, for a large

part of the sample, the business cycle quite rvell.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

Since Clower's (1965) patirbreaking reinterpretation of Keynes, a great deal

of attention has been shou'ered on disequilibrìum macroeconomics. Clower's

insights into the ivorking of the macroeconolny lvas initially formalized by

Barro and Grossman (1971), and subsequentl5' elaborated upon by Malini-

vaud (1977) and l\{uellbauer and Portes (1978). By norn'the theory of dise-

quilibrium macroeconomics had reached a stage of maturity. Alongside de-

velopments in macroeconomics, there occurred parallel developments in its

rnicrofoundations. The existence, uniqueness and stability of microeconornic

behavior under rationing was investigated and elegant theorems ensued. The

importance of rationiong schemes was highligirted. Drèze (1975) and Benassy

(1975) were the pioneers in this effort. The literature on microfoundations

has furthered our understanding of disequilbiriurn in a macroeconomy.

The stage was norÃ' set for econometric estimation. But econometric the-

ory was lagging behind economic theoretic developments. Estimation of dis-



equlibrium models was confined to one-market, and there were problems in

ihe straightforward extension of ihe one market case to two markets. Econo-

metricians grappled rvith the problern of spill-overs ( see Quandt: 1978 and

Amemiya: 1977) from one market to the other in the event of rationing and

its specification. Aiso there rvas the problem of the derivation of the appropri-

ate likelihood function under such an eventuality. A definite break-through

in both these areas \¡¡as achieved by Ito (1980) and Gourieroux, Laffont and

l\{onfort (1980a, 1980b). Not only were spill-over effects correctly specified,

and its properties fully enunciated, the approprlot" tik.lihood function u,as

spelled out. Applied Econometricians could no longer lament about a lack

of theory. And rise they did to the occasion. Tlie studies of Artus, Laroqe

and Michel (1985), Kooiman and Kloeck (1985) and Sneessens (1981, 1983)

are a testimony to these early efforts.

One of the curious developrnents, and fit object of study by the sociol-

ogists of knowledge, has been the predominance of Continental European

Economists, notably the French, in not only pure theory, but also in Econo-

metrics. Why have the Anglo-American economists been reluctant to inves-

tigate disequilibrium macroeconomics? Is disequilibrium only to be noticed

in the economies of Continental Europe? True, the absence of articulation of

sticky wages and prices has detracted many an economist, but why should all

these, but for a ferv notable exceptions, be from the Anglo-American circles?

The dissertation focusses its attention on four aspects of disequilbrium.



Chapters II and III survey the theoretical literature both in its macroeco-

nornic and microeconomic aspects. The choice of topics for discussion in these

chapters have been inspired by the need to provide a clear understanding of

the theory to facilitate estimation, since the current study is an exercise in

tire estimation of a macroeconomic disequiiibrium model. Chapter IV deals

u'ith the theory of econometrics of disequilibrium macromodels. Chapter V,

follorving on the footsetps of Artus et al. and Kooiman and Kloek, con-

cerns itself with the estimation of a disequilibrium macroeconomic model

for Canada for the period 7972.7 to 1985.3. The estimation technique is

Full-Information Nlaximum Likeliirood. The study terminates u'ith some

concluding remarks.



Chapter 2

Theory of Ðisequïtibriurn
Macroecomoffir.ics

2.L Introduction

Macroeconomic theory t'hen markets do not clear is the outgrorn'th of dis-

enchantment with the rn'ay econornists have vie'vved the contribution of the

General Theory to economics, just as the General Theor¡' l\,-as a reaction to

Classical orthodoxy. Keynes's theoretical contribution shorved hov. unem-

ployment was the outcome of deficienc¡' of aggregate demand. N'[ore impor-

tantly, he demonstrated that unemployment once manifest can persist for an

indefinite length of time, and the economic system rnay shorv no tendency to

correct the malady. In other \r'ords, he seriousiy questioned tire automatic

mechanism of the economic system which s'as considered an article of faith

by classical economists.l Not long after that Hicks (193i) provided an erì.cap-

@thetheo¡eticaldeparturefromhispredecessors,and
the methodological novelty that his ne\\¡ perspective entailed. The emphasis on deficiency
of aggregate demand as one of causes of unemplovment vuas one u'hich economists had not

4
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sulated version of the substantive contribution ushered in by General Theory

in the guise of IS-LM model. u'hich has since become the bread and butter

of undergraduate teaching in macroeconomics.

Differing opinions as to what constituted the essence of General The-

orJ¡ rvere not long in coming. One stream of thougirt contended that if the

neoclassical synthesis or IS-LM model surnmed up tire essentials of General

Theory, then it differed little in substance from the economics that preceded

it, and all talk about the Keynesian revolution was much ado about nothing.

The first salvo at vghat has since become Keynesian orthodoxy rvas fired by

Clower (1965). He argued that if the main problem that exercised Keynes's

nr.ind was unemployment, then his brand of ecor-Lomics rvas not one where all

the variables are in equilibrium, but in rvhicir variables differed from their

equilibrium values. If households experience excess supply in the labor mar-

ket, then there cannot be equilibriurn in other markets, and their behavior in

other markets are constrained by tireir inablity to sell as much labor as they

desired. To be specific, the excess supply in the labor market would force

agents to be off their demand curve for goods.

Though Clorver's definitive paper can legitimately be considered as pro-

calTheor¡',andKeynescanclaimarightfulplaceinthe
pantheon of forerunneres who have given bi¡th to the microfoundations of macroeconomic
disequilibrium. The importance of quantity or income ad.iustments that deficiency of
aggregate demand pointed out was in complete contrast to the price adjustment mechanics
of the Classics. "As I have said above, the initial novelty lies in my maintaining that it is

not the rate of interest, but the level of incomes which ensures equality betq'een savings
and investments." (Keynes: 1937)



viding the initial impetus to the study of disecluilibrium macroeconornics,2

Patinkin (1956) had seen the possibility of unemployment rvhen the demand

for goods is less than output. Firms unable to sell as much goods as they

wished at the prevailing prices would demand less labor. The point is that

it is the demand for goods, besides wage rate, which determined the demand

for labor. Since his approach was partial equilibrium, he failed to see the pos-

sibilitS' of the causal chain which ran from unemployment to excess supply

in the goods rnarket. Clower's framework was essentially general equiiibrium

in conception, but he examined only the latter case. Barro and Grossman

(i971) elegantly synthesized the insights of Patinkin and Clowerin a general

equilibriurn framework witir an explicit choice theoretic basis.

2.2 Effectïve Dernand and Supply

\Vhen markets are in equilibriurn, the demand and supply functions derived

from the optimization problern is dependent only on relative prices. Equilib-

rium models by introducing the fiction of either Edgeworthian recontracting

2It is worthy of mention that Clower was preceded by an impressive array of modern
ihinkers, u'ho in spite of bringing to bear their considerable theoretical acumen on issues

concerning non-clearing markets, failed to make much headway due to the absence of
a coherent and unifying framework on which to build their edifices. Prominent among
these were Samuelson (1947) and Tobin and Houthakkar (1950) who studied the theory
of demand under conditions of rationing. Hansen (1951) introduced the concept of active
demand, a near sibling of effective demand, and quasi-equilib¡ium to connote a situation
which required contrasting wiih Walrasian equilibrium. Hahn and Negeshi (1962) studied
non-tatonnement processes where trading took place at situations rn'hich departed from
Walrasian equilibria. Hicks (1965) recognized quantity adjustments when he conceived
the concept offix-price. See Benassv(1987).



or \\,'airasian tatonnement posit that excess supplies and demands adjust in-

stantaneously and that trading takes place only at equilibrium prices. The

equally realistic case of trading at false prices is not addressed, and its im-

plication not spelled out in Walrasian models. Dissaiisfaction with market

clearing models have of late resulted in a spurt of theoretical activity into

the implications of rvhat are knou'n as quantity rationing or disequilibriurn

models. If markets do not clear instantaneously or, in other u'ords, have long

adjustment lags, then the Walrasian or notional demands and supplies which

specify that households can supply as much labor as they wished at the pre-

vailing rvage rate, or demand as much goods as they rvished at prevailing

relative prices, and that firms can supply as much as output as they wished,

given the relative prices, or dernand as much iabor as they lvished, gir.en the

rva,ge rate, is no ionger true. if ttris is the .or", th"n notional demand.s and

notional supplies are not descriptive of the behavioral relationships inherent

in a disequilibrium systern. If the households and firms are constrained in

their behavior, then besides relative prices, quantity constraints enter into

the behavioral relationships. For exarnple, if there is excess supply in the

Iabor market, the irouseholds find it unable to sell as much labor as they

wished. And the existing demand lvould have to be rationed in some more

less systematic rva,5' among the households. Simiiarly, when there is excess

demand in the goods market, the available output has to be rationed among

the houseirolds in a more or less systematic s¡ay. And rationing that agents



experience in one market has non-trivial consequences on their behavior in

other markets. If the houseirolds are rationed in the labor market, the de-

mand function rvhich is nou' dependent on relative prices and the labor supply

constraint can no longer be expected to be the notional demand, and rvill

in fact turn out to less than the notional demand. Thus demand and sup-

ply curves which explicitll' consider quantity rationing in other markets are

termed effective dernand and suppl¡, curves. If no quantity restriction or ra-

tioning is experienced in other markets, the notional demand for tire market

under consideration coincides rryith the effective demand. The actual quantit5'

traded in the market is the minimum of effective demand and suppiy.

In models where markets clear, individuals vierv prices as exogelr.ous, u'hile

in non-market clearing models both prices and quantities becorne exogerìorls.

The importance of both price and quantity rationing is higirliglited in non-

market clearing models. Exogeneity of quantity rationing is attributed to

rigidity of u'a,ges and prices. Rigidity of r','ages and prices are, in turn, at-

tributed to institutional factors, uncertanities, and information costs involved

in a decentralized economy.

Following the pioneering s'ork by Ciou'er (1965), and based on the studies

b¡' Barro and Grossman (1971) and Nlalinvaud (1977), Nluellbauer and Portes

(1978) have classified disequilibrium situations into four regimes. In three of

those regimes, households are constrained in either the labor market or goods

market or both. In Repressed Inflation (excess demand in both markets)



and l{eyriesian tlnemployment (excess supply in both markets), rationing

occurs in goods rnarket and iabor market respectively, u'hile in Classicai

Unemployment case (excess demand in goods and excess supply in labor),

there is rationing in both markets. In the Underconsurnption case (excess

supply in goods and excess demand in labor) households are unconstrained

in both markets. And when households are constrained in the goods market,

firms are unconstrained and vice versa, since rationing can take place only

on the long side of the market. The Table 2.1 below classifies the various

regimes frorn the point of view of rationing faced by the households. X

indicates rationing and empty space) absence of rationing.

Tabie 2.1: Theoretical Regime Ciassification

Rationed in goods market

2.3 The Concept of Equilibriurn

Rationed in labor market

A novice will be quick to raise the question as wh¡' there shouid equilibriurn in

disequilibrium models. In that serìse) the rubric 'disequilibriunt' to connote

situations rvhen markets do not ciear is unfortunate and a recipe for confu-

sion. But some pondering over tiris issue should make it clear that thougir a

market may not be in equilibriurn (\,\ialrasiån or notional) in the sense that

I

RI
X

KU CU

X
X

UC

X



agerÌts are not transacting quantities up to the desired amounts and there-

fore no equality betu'een desired supplies and demands, there has to be some

equality betu'een purcirases and sales. This solution of a quantity rationìng

model have been variously called in the literature as 'temporary equilibtium,'

'quasi equilibrium,' 'fi* price equilibrium' and so on. To conform rvith the

literature, we shall use the term quantity rationing and disequilibrium syn-

onSrrnonrlt fully realizing that the appellation 'disequilibrium' does not really

imply absence of equiiibrium, but an equilibrium which is non*Walrasian.

An equilibrium rvith quantity rationing should comply with three condi-

tions. Firstly, as alluded to earlier, purchases must equal sales in the market.

Obviously, if a market is off the Walrasian equilibrium, purchase cannot be

thought of as being dictated both by the demand curve (Walrasian) and sales

by the supply curve (Wairasian). The minimum condition, Q-Min(D,S),

stipulate that sales or purchase decrease to meet demand or supply; u'hetirer

it is the demand or supply quantity that is traded depends on n'hich is less.3

Secondiy, no agent must be coerced to transact rnore than his desired quan-

tity. If this condition is not observed, the minimum condition is bereft of

content. Workers coerced to supply more than their desired levels of labor

becuase collective agreement relegates the right to determine overtime work

3The minimum condition, it may be noted, is not the conventionai wìsdom in Keynesian
macroeconomics, rvhere the quantity traded is determined by the aggregate demand, and
the supply rises to meet the demand. In disequilíbrium macroeconomics, the quantity
traded is determined either by the aggregate demand or aggregate supply, and there will,
in general, be no confluence of demand and supply.

10
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exclusively to management, rvithout the u'orkers having the right to refuse

the proffered overtime) run counter to the second condition. Thirdly, there

cannot be both rationed buyers and selle¡s in the same market. In other

n'ords, only the long side of the market is rationed. However, instances are

not rvanting where there are unsatisfied suppliers and demanders. A case in

point is the simultaneous co-existence of unfilled jobs (unsatisfied demand)

and unemployment (unsatisfied supplies). This unsavory fact (from a theo-

rist point of view) does not admit of an easy solution, and we shall ignore

this possibility.4

It rvas noted above that a distinction need be observed between sales and

supplies, on the one hand, and purchases and demands, on the other. It may

be instructive to probe deeper into this dicirotomy. The divergence of trades

and tireir notional counterparts, it is recognized, is due to the constraints

that forbid tire agents to trade their desired amounts. But liow do the agents

perceive the constraints that are operative in the market? Surely, agents do

have some information regarding the market conditions, and the rationing

that is likely to be observed there, however erroneous it may be. For example,

an unemployed individual knows that there is excess supply in the labor

rnarket, though he may not possess exact information regarding the extent

of unemployment and the demand price of his labor. But in course of time,

-I" d"f.r"r* t" th. .""itty .f ,*satisfied supplies and demands in the same market,
macroeconometric disequiiibrium models allor¡,s for the co-existence of unsatisfied sup-
plies and demands in sub-markets. u'hile observing discrete switching between regimes in
aggregate markets. (Sneessens and Dreze: 1986 and Laroque and Salanie: 1987)

1i



in the process of job search, perception of constraints undergoes change,

tirrough a process of learning from experience, and eventually conform to

reality. Similarly, firm's perceived rations are sales, an indication of which

can be had by observing the inventories. X4onitoring changes in inventories,

starting from an erroneous perception of constraints, firms will el'entually

arrive at the correct perception. In other words, the perceived constrains

converge to real constraints. Convergence is crucial for equilibrium; for its

absence rn'ould imply that the agent is faced with a discrepancy betrveen

trades and perceived rations which would impell him io change the trade

offers subsequently. This violates equilibriurn, as equilibrium impiies absence

of change or a state of rest. Therefore inherent in condition 1 is a sub-

condition for equilibrium: perceived constraints and actual constraints have

con\¡erged.5

2.4 The Model

2.4.L Assumptions and Accounting

The ensuing discussion leans heavily on Muellbauer and Portes (1978). The

simple economy considered here has no financial assets and is closed to in-

ternational trade. Firms produce for tri,o reasons: sales and accumulation

of inventories, Y : X + L,inu, and purchases of the product of firms are

sThe three conditions stated above w'ill not, in general, be sufficient, for the determi-
nation of equilibrium. Complete determination of equilibrium require a full specification
of the raùioning scheme. The ¡elationship betrveen rationing scheme and the uniqueness
of equilibriul:r,, inter ølia, constirute the subject matter of chapter III.

72



made by households and government. Government is never rationed and

only households are rationed. Saving (S) of households is excess of income

(Y) over expenditure (PC). Expenditure (PC) is financed by dividends (D)

paid out by firms plus wage income (\\¡L); S -- WL + D - PC : LA[h.

Since there are no financial assets, change in savings is a change in money

lroldings. The profit of firms ¡r: PX _ WLless dividend payrnents deter-

mine the change in the mone5' holdings of fi.rms; LMÍ: r - D. Therefore

,\lltI : LX,th+ LA,IÍ : P(X - C): PG, i.e., government expenditure is

financed through the issue of money.

2.4.2 Microeconomic Basis

Behavior of Households

The model proposed is a tu'o-period intertemporal model of the household;

not only current period (period 0) consurnption demand and labor supply is

taken into account, but also explicit attention is paid to the future (period

1) consumption demand and labor supply. Money balances, it may be noted,

perform tu'o roles: transactions and store of value function. The transactions

function of mone5' derives from the fact that the wages are paid in money

which in turn is exchanged for goods. The store of value function of money

recognizes that expectation regarding period 1 transaction ofgoods and iabor

is transmitted to the current period through a change in the money hold-

ings. If irouseholds expect to be rationed in the goods market in the next

13



period, they would be averse to carry forward the same amount of money

balances as they would if there u,-ere no rationing, and therefore reduce their

stock of money holdings by increasing expenditure in the current period. On

the other hand, if househoids expect unemployment in the next period, they

would reduce consumption in the current period in order to carry forward

additional money balances into the next period. It is irnportant to note that

it is money balances thai link the present to the future, and it is the nexus

created by money balances bett'een the present and tlie future that is in-

strumental in the generation of disequilibrium in the current period. The

'bootstrap' character of the model cannot be overemphasized. If households

expect an excess supply, because of the connection betweer todal' and to-

morror¡/ through money balances, unemployment becomes a reality today.

Bootstrapping is self-fulfilling prophesy.

The utility function of the household is as follou's:

Tlre 7 - L refer to leisure and the subscript 0 and 1 refer to periods 0 and 1.

\\ie rvould like to derive the utility function in period 0 which explicitly takes

into account the constraints that the household expects in period 1. If the

househoid does not expect any quantity constraint in the next period either

for goods or labor, the consumption for period 1 is determined by the budget

constraint for that period, assuming that it does not rvish to hoid any money

U : U(Co,To - Lo,Cr,Tt - Lt) (2 1)

I4



at the end of period 1,

P1 and VI/1 are the expected price and u'age for period L. Ct and L1 u'ould

tlren depend on M¡, whichin turn depend on Cs,To- Lo, Pt,Wt,Tr- -L1 and

exogenous Dt. If., however, rationing is expected in goods or labor or both,

the budget constraint above needs to specify the rationing that is expected.

\,Vith rationing expected for period 1 in the labor market, L : It, the

expected consurnption in period 1 is Ci : (A'Io+Dt*l1r1I1¡/P1. Substituting

C1 into in the utilitS' function,

fu[oiDti\4rtLr:PtCt.

The form of the function will be different depending on the rationing ex-

pected for the next period. Since marginal utility of money balances A[o is

conditional on expected price, wage and employment constraint, the utility

function may now be simplified to,

u -- u(co,To - Lo,

(2.2)

A,Iol DtlWtEt

rvhere á stands for future endowments of time, expectation regarding price,

\lrage, and quantity constraints. The term J146 stresses the fact that it is

the current period holding of money balances that changes to accommodate

future expectations. The utiiity function takes into account the future, and

expectations regarding the future impinge on current utility.

15

P1
,7, - Ir)'

u : Li(co,?o - 1{0, A,Io,0),

(2 3)

(2 4)



Having incorporated the future into the current objective function, let us

turn our attention to the current period decision making of the household.

The period 0 budget constraint is

wlrere A[-1 is the money stock at the end of the last period. The utility

function may noï¡ be reu'ritterl, u'here (5) replaces 11.16 in (4)

M-t * Do + I loLo - PoCo : Il,[o

The functioll will assume different forms depending on tire constraints ex-

pected. In the absence of perfect foresightG the utiiity function will be a

rn'eighted average of the utility function for tire different regimes, the weights

being the probablit5' of outcome of various regimes.

In Figure 2.1 is given the constant, U contours in Y, L space. The effective

demand (l'¿) BH is the loci of the tangencies of the iso-U curves with the

vertical lines, the labor rations. Similarly, effective labor supply (tr") CH is

the loci of the tangencies of the of ihe iso-U cur\¡es with horizontal lines,

tlre goods rations. The labor and goods rations are L and )-' respectively.

Note that Y:C*G, and since G is never rationed, employment constrained

output demand is in fact tlie employment constrained consumption demand.

At H, there is no rationing. At D, the household faces rationing in both the

goods and labor markets.

U : U(Co,To - Lo, XI-, * Do + I4ioLo - PoCo,0)

(2 5)

6Neary and Stigiitz (1983) deveìop a disequilibrium mac¡oeconomic model v,'ith perfect

16
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P¡oduction is di¡ected to trvo uses: sales and accumulation of inventories

(Lina). Assuming that the firm does not u'ish to hold inventories at the end

of period 1, the sales constraint for period I is

inoo*Y(Lt): Y,

The period 1 profit level (z') is given by

r:PtXt-WtLt
foresight. The model exhibits perfect bootstrapping. If agents expect excess supply in the
next period, excess supply is a certain outcome in this period.

t7

(2.7)

(2.8)



If the firm is unrationed in both markets, maximization of profit subject

to sales constraint yields labor demand as a function of ft and inuo. If,

however, the firm is constrained in sales at the level ,\r, th" sales constraint

becomes Y(Lt) - X, - inu¡; profrt maximization given the nerv constraint

calculates -L1. Therefore depending on constraints that are relevant (sales

or labor), the optimal period 1profit can be calculated. Given the firm's

expectation regarding the outcome of various regirnes, a u'eighted average

of the profit levels associated rvith different regimes can be calculated. The

period 0 decision probiem is maximize

subject to

The presence of inventories in the profit function enables tire firm to incorpo-

rate future into the current period profit function. If it expects constraints

on the sale of product, it is manifested in the current period through a re-

duction in the inventory holdings of firms. The term Q stands for all the

variables that help the firm to make expectations regarding the future. It is

apparent by now that the role of inventories for tlie firm is similar to that of

money balances for the household.

Figure 2.2 traces the effective goods supply (l:) FB and effective labor

demand (Ld) îC of the firm from the loci of the iso-zr curves rvith labor

18
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and sales constraint. At F firm is demanding and supplying at its Walrasian

level.

2.4.3 The Regimes

We now digress into the familiar market clearing situation where the behavior

of both households and firms a¡e dete¡mined by their notional curves. As-

suming that equilibrium vùage and price prevails, and households and firms

expect no rationing in eithe¡ market in the next period, the quantity trans-

acted in the goods and labor market by the household and firms coincide with

the Walrasian demands and supply as shown in Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b).

Figure 2.3(a) depicts the goods and 2.3(b) the labor market. The goods

Ltf

Figure 2.2: Firm's Effective Demand and Supply

L
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malket have real wage rate on the o¡dinate and quantity on the abscissa.

The notional supply cutve for goods is a downward sloping function and the

notional demand curve for goods an upward sloping function of the real wage

(Barro and Grossman: 1971). The upward sloping demand curve suggests

that as real wages increase, the opportunity cost of leisure goes up, provid-

ing incentive to work more. Also, the income effect is positive. The notional

labo¡ supply and demand cu¡ves are the ones encounte¡ed in elementary

text-books and bear no explanation.

The households and firms have to be aggregated into order to arrive at

the ma¡ket effective demand and supply. We assume that all households

and firms are identical, and when rationed identical also. The implication

20
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is that all the households have not only tire same exogenous iiritial money

stock h[-1 and dividends D, they are also awarded the same labor and goods

rations in the event of their being rationed in the goods and labor markets.T

It may be appropriate to start with a situation rvhere households and firms

are in Walrasian equilibrium, point A in Figure 2.4. The point A in Figure

2.4 correspond to the same point in Figure 2.3. The slopes of l-, and L" are

drawn steeper than the slopes of Y¿ and l¿. An explanation of this 'r,sill have

to wait till the regimes have been delineated.

Convergence of the intentions of tire households and firms is absent in

disequilibriurn situations. Tirerefore, in order to generate disequilibrium, it

is necessary to create a disharmony in the intentions of the agents. This is

diagrammatically achieved when point A is no longer the point of departure

for both households and firms. The li and ,L, of the households should

intersect l'" and L¿of. the firms not at point A, but some other point such as

K , for example, in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 depicts Keynesian Unemplo5,ment)

rn'here quantity traded is deterrnined by the Yi 1\'-o and L¿ 1 L-¿. In order

for this to be possible, the firm should rno\¡e in the northwesterly direction,

u'hich would be the case when government expenditure falls. As a result, the

7If II-r and D vary across households, and suppose there is involuntary unemployment,
and each household is is awarded the same labor ration. Then rich households can afford
more leisure than poor and therefore not all rich households u'ill be subjected to rationing.
The effective labor supply curve w'iil be a weighted average of the unrationed labor supply
of the rich and the rationed labor supply oí the poor. There does not seem to be an¡t
problem in assuming different intial endolvments and dividends. For simplicity, we shall,
however, assume that they are same across households.
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Figure 2.4: Walrasian Equilibrium

Figure 2.5: Keynesian Unemployment
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multiplier process is set into motion. Decrease in goods demand will decrease

labor demand, and decrease in labor demand decreases goods demand even

further, until the process converges to K.

In Repressed Inflation, the quantity traded is determined by Y, 1 Y-¿

and L, 1 L-¿. Households are frustrated in the purchases of goods and

firms in the purchase of labor. In response to this frustration, households

withdraw labor and firms curtail production. Quantity constrained equilib-

rium is achieved when Y, attains equality with ¿, as in R. Such equality is

obtained when the firms move from the Walrasian position of A in Figure

2.4 anð travel in southeasterly direction due to some exogenous change. As

output supplied falls, the labor supply falls, cutting production even further.

23
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Figure 2.7: Classical Unemployment

Barro and Grossman (1971) calls it the supply multiplier.

In Classical Unemployment, since there is excess demand for goods and

excess supply of labor, households are rationed in both markets. And in Re-

pressed Inflation, there is excess demand for labor and excess supply goods;

the fi¡ms are rationed in both markets. In Classical Unemployment, house-

holds are willing to buy more goods, if only firms would supply. But firms

have no incentive to hire more labor and supply more goods; wage rate is

too high. An increase in G is not the panacea here; it would only exacer-

bate the excess demand. In Underconsumption, the firms would like to hire

more labor for purposes of inventory accumulation, but add-itional labo¡ is

not found.
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Having delineated the va¡ious regimes, it is now appropriate to provide the

explanation for the relatives slopes of Y¿, 1'" L¿ and L, curves in Figure 2.4.

Assume that the economy is in Keynesian Unemployment. An increase in

Sovernment expenditure shifts F upward and moves the point of inte¡section

of. L¿ with Y¿ upward; the exact movement upward can be calculated by

the government expenditure multiplier. In this regime, quantity traded in

the labor and goods ma¡kets a¡e L - L¿(Y) and Y : Y¿(L¿(Y)). Since

Y : C + G, Y = Y¿(L¿(C + G). Totally diffe¡entiating the last equation,

and since a change in C is the same as change in Y,

Figure 2.8: Unde¡consumption

dY:dc:##øt*
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which can be simplified to

dY:dC:

In order to derive the supply rnultiplier associated with Repressed Infla-

tion, recall that an increase in government expenditure decreases consump-

tion expenditures, since government is never rationed and households lvill

withdra'it labor even further. In Figure 2.6 F shifts downrvard, and along

u'ith it, intersection oÍ Y¿ witir tr¿. Since C : \'"(L,(C)) - G -'inu,lhe
supply multiplier, is,

(6Ydl6L)(6Ldl6C) ,tr
r - (6y-dJ 6L)(6Ldl6C)""'

In order for the model to possess stability, the denominators of eqs. (11)

and (12) should be positive. And the denominators rvill be positive if and

only if

dY:d,C:

and

1

wdG-dinu

(2 11)

Equation (13) suggests that tire slope of the effective goods demand curve

be less than tire slope of the effective labor demand curve, and equation (14)

suggests that the siope of the effective goods suppiy crlrve is less than effective

labor supply cur\¡e. In order for this to be possible, the firm's effective trade

offers should be enclosed rvithin the household's effective trade offers.
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Following Malinvaud (lg??), the domains of the four regimes in pw space

is shown in Figure 2.9. Keyensian Unemployment occurs when the prices are

too high gíven the money balances M and the government expenditure G.

Classical Unemployment is a situation where the real wates are too high.

Repressed Inf,ation is the situation of low wages and prices. Under Under-

consumption, wages are low, households are fully employed, and not rationed

in tbe goods market. Because excess demand fo¡ labo¡ in the presence of ex-

cess supply for goods is a ¡are phenomenon, tbe region for this regime is

small in the diagram.

Figure 2.9: Wage-Price Constellation of Regimes
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2.5 Conclusion

The purpose of the above exercise was to derive the stabilitS' conditions (13)

and (1a) of a disequilibrium macrecorìomic model. In macroeconometric

models, these conditions play a vital role. There, as we shall see in chapters

IV and V, they appear in a different guise and are often termed spill-over co-

efficients. The conditions the spil1-over coefrcients have to satisfy are called

coherency or solveability conditions, and are required for the existence of

well defined reduced form (Ito: 1980 and Gourieroux, Laffont and Nlontfort:

1e80).
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Chapter 3

Microfoundations of
Ðisequitribrium
Macroeconornrcs

S. L Introduction

The last chapter directed its attention to the macroeconomic manifestations

of disequilibrium. It was shown there that macroeconomic Walrasian equi-

librium is one of tire rnany equilibria possible, and depending on the constel-

lation of wages and prices, the other possible eqiuilbria are the Keynesian

Unemployment, Repressed Inflation, Classical Unemployment and Under-

consumption. The microeconomic underpinnings of Walrasian equilibrium

has been investigated thoroughl¡', and the finest example of that effort is the

Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model. It does not require a great deal

of sagacity to realize that if disequiiibrium models have to be put on a surer

footing, then its microeconomic ramifications have to be investigated. In

29



the iast decade and a half, a great deai of abstract thinking of superlative

quality has done just that. This chapter is a synoptic view of their methods

and results.

&.2 Partial and General Equilibriurn Analy-

The search for microfoundations of disequilibrium models that is being pur-

sued here is'perhaps clearly comprehended if they are considered in the per-

spective of partiai and general equilibrium models, both of u'hich have hoary

tradition in economic analysis. In fact, the leading exponents of general dis-

equilibrium models ìnsist that general equilibrium models are a special case

of generai disequilibriurn models (Benassy: 1975). It may be instructive to

view the partial. general equilibrium and general disequiiibrium models as a

continuum from least to most generaiitl'.

Partial equilibrium analysis investigates the price formation in one rnar-

ket, holding constant tire behavior of ail other markets. The behal'ior of the

market under scrutin¡' is determined by the supply and demand pertaining

to that market alone. Let d¿¡ and s;¿ stand for the demand and supply for

good ñ. by tlie buyer z and seller i. There are n buyers and n sellers, indexed

i: L,........,n. The good is exchanged for money at price p. The demand

and supply of each of the agents, d;(p) anã s;(p) denote that supply and

demand are functions of p, the price of å. The market demand D(p) and

a

SlS

-_]
r:¡ij1q'.1

,: r!j
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supply S(p) of good h are

The equilibrium price px is determined by the equality of market demand and

supply. At p*, tire agents can demand and supply as much as they desire.

General equilibrium theory, in contrast, studies the price formation of all

the markets simuitaneously, and in so doing explicitl¡' recognizes the inter-

relationship between markets. The individual agent's trade offers are condi-

tional not only on the price of that commodity, but also the prices of all the

commodities that are traded in the economy. Suppose there are 'rL agents,

indexed i: I,2....n and I markets, indexed l¿: I,......,1. These / goods are

traded for each other at the rate of exchange or relative price p¡, h.: 7,......,1

or tlre price vector p. The desired transaction of ar-L agent i on market h, d¿n

or s¿h is the function of price vector p, and the desired transaction of agent i

on all the marketsis d¿(p) and s¿(p). These vector functions for each agent is

arrived at by the opiimization of a decision criteria subject to the constraint

D(p):ya;Ø)
i

n

S(p) : Ð "r(p)i

The market demand

vector, is

¿I

lnndun(n) : f pns¿n(p).
h=I h=l

Dn(p) and supply Sn(p), where

n

Dn(p) : Ð,i;n(p)
i='L

óI

p is again the price



Sn(p) : 
Ð',n(p)

At Walrasian equilibrium price vector px,

At price px, the agent is able to buy or sell, depending on u'hether he is a

buyer or a seller, all he desires of every good.

3.3 fr[on-\Malrasian General Equilibríurn

3.3.1 Institutional Setting

Tire econony under consideration is a monetary exchange ecorÌomy. Money

performs dual roles: medium of exchange and store of value. There are 1-r

agents, indexed'i: L,.....n and I markets, indexed h:7,....../, u'here goods

are exchanged for money at the monetary pice p¡,. The change in money

lrolding of an agent, L.rrt, is the difference between sale s;¡ and purchase d,¿¡

Dn(p*): $i,(p*) Vh

in ali the I markets.

,\m:

3.3.2 Demands Versus Tþansactions

\4¡hen markets do not clear, it is important to make tire distinction between

transactions and demand. In general equilibrium models, price px ensures

that transactions are always equal to demand and supply. In general dise-

quilibrium models, there ri'i1l only be equality between either purchase and

Ð.)ùz

TL

Ðpn",n-Ðpnd,n
h=7 h=7



demand or sale and supply and not both, though the accounting identity

ensures that total purchase alu,ays equals total sales. Denoting ã.;¡ and 3¿¡, as

tlre demand and supply and d,*¿¡ and sx;¿ for purchases and sales by agent i

on market ñ.

i o*,n : i,*,n.
i=l i,='J.

Note that total demand will not equal total supply in disequiiibrium,

ñ :iã, tiã;: s
i;

3.3.3 Rationing Schemes

In the case when markets do not clear, there is either excess supply or ex-

cess dernand since the quantity traded is less than the supply or demand

respectivel¡'; the suppliers or dernanders will be rationed in some systemàtic

u'ay. The actual rationing rvould obviously depend on the rvay exchanges are

organized in these markets. Two rationing schemes to organize exchanges in

a market are proporti,onal alnd prioriúg rationing schemes (Benass¡r: 1986).

In tlre proportionøl rationing scheme, agents on the short side always realize

their demands or supplies. On the other hand, if agents are on the long

side, the available demand or supply would be rationed among them. The

rationing coefficient would be a ratio of quantity traded to demand or supply

depending on which is on the long side. For exampie, if there is excess supply,

agents on the long side rvould be rationed; the quantity each of tire agents

can transact is rationing coefficient times good supplied. The rationing co-

.).)
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efficient is calculated as the ratio of demand and supply i.". ?. Similarly, if

there is excess demand, all agents on the long side would be rationed, and

the rationing coefficient would b" å All the agents on the long side have the

same rationing coefficient. \4re may nou' formalize tire proportional rationing

scherne as follows.

wirere

Ir-r tlre priority or queueing or h'ierarchi.cal system, a queue is formed of the

n - 7 denanders arranged in the order i:1,...)rL- 1, and they are served

in that order. Their individual demands can be expressed u" d;. The agent

n is tire supplier who trade offer s,. When the turn of demander i arrives,

the maximum he can obtain is the what is left after the j demanders before

lrim have obtained, j < i.

d*¿- d;xrnin(I,

s*i- 3;xm'in(I,

D:Ðã¡ 5:Ð"¡

q
:j
D'
i).:l
S'

j=l

FIis purchase is

d,+ ; : rninl d;, rnaæ(0, S^ - Ð d ¡)]
j<í

Tire supplier sells the minimum of his supply and his total demand,

n-7
5*. : min(ã-,Ð d)

j=7
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It is imperative that rationing scheme satisf5' some properties so that

they conform to rnarket reality and facilitate aggregation. One property is

uoluntary exchange. No agent is forced to trade more than he wants. Sellers

are not coerced to sell and buyers are not coerced to buy.

This implies that total quantity transacted by all the agents in all the mar-

kets, the aggrega,te purchase and sale, is less than boih aggregate demand

and suppiy.'

Dx - Sx 1 rnin(n, S)

The second propert,v, market effic'iency, pertains to the requirement that, at

the quantity rationed equiiibrium, all mutually advantageous trades are ex-

hausted. If there is an unsatisfied buyer and an unsatisfied seiler in a market,

the market efficiency condition is violated, for there exist the possibility of

trade between these unsatisfied agents.

Tlie consequence of. uoluntary exchange and market effic'iency is the short

side rule. The short side rule determines that the agents on the short side

always realize their transactions and it is agents on the long side who are

rationed. Exchanges have to be based on free volition ofthe agents, according

to the uoluntary erchange. The property of effici,ent or fri,ctionless market

ensules that there are no unsatisfied agents on the short side. So, if there

has to be aoluntary erchange and fri.ctionless market, then in the presence of

rationing, it is the short side 'rvhich should determine the quantitl'of goods

35
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traded in that market. Aggregating across ail agents and markets, we then

have the fundamental equation of disequilibrium economics,

Dx - S* : 7¡¿¡nçb, Ð.

It is obvious that in the absence of. aoluntary erchange, the short side need

not determine the quantity transacted, and in the absence of frictionless

market, not all agents u'ho are on the short side rvill transact their desired

trades. Therefore the minimum condition require, and is in fact the direct

consequence of the two properties that all rationing schemes must fulfill.1

Rationing schemes (or allocation procedures) can also be distinguished

as man'ipulable and nonmanipulable. Let us suppose that an agent is on the

long side of the market. In other r¡'ords, he is not able to supply as many

goods as he rvould w'ish to. Let us also suppose that the amount of tire

good he can sell depends on the amount of the good that he is willing to

offer, and the offers to sell and buy of other agents. In short, the amount

of the good he transacts is a function his ou/n supply, and tiie supply and

demand of other agents. Their, if the rationing scheme is møn'ipulable,he can

manipulate the market by offering to suppiy more than his desired quantity,

thereby ensuring that the desired quantity is allocated to him by the rationing

sclreme. But, if on the other hand, the rationing scheme is nonmani,pulable,

lThe assumption that the markets arc effic'ieni is a deus eæ mach'ina to construct
macroeconomic models, and is of doubtful empirical relevance. It ma.y be relevant in highly
centralized markets and small decentraiized markets. In large decentralized markets, the
assumption is more often than not violated.
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Figure 3.1: l{anipulable and Nonmanipulable Rationing Schemes

if he is conf¡onted with const¡aints in the ma¡kets which is dependent on

the demands and supplies of othe¡ agents in the market, he is no position to

overcome the barrier of constraints. Fo¡ under nonmonipaloble rationing, the

quantity constraint is no longer dependent on his own supply, but the supply

and demands of the others. Ee finds it unable to manipulate the market, and

it is therefo¡e a scheme oI nonmanipuloble rationing. Pigure 3.1 below shows

the diflerence between manipulaäle and nonmonípuloble ralioning schemes.

The quantity transacted under the nonmanípuløble rationing scheme can be

expressed as follows. Denoting the constraints on the purchases and sales as
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d and s,

Let z*¿¡ refers to the net transactions in the market.

z*;h-d,x;¡-s*;¡

Since quantity purchased should always equal to quantity sold, !þ, z*¿¡" : 0,

V h. Also, net demand 2¿¡, : ãon - ãrn, and there no reason for them to

balance if the markets are out of equilibrium, i.e., DT=r2¿n I 0 We remark

tliat algebraically, the net quantity demanded ão^ : 2¿¡ and net quantity

supplied supplied 3¿n : -2¿¡ (see Figure 3.1). A nonman'ipulable ratioling

scherne in algebraic notation is

d,+¿ : rni,n(d;, d¿)

s*i : rnin(ã¿,s;)

In general, a rationing scheme is rnanipulable, if an agent can increase his

transactions by increasing his demand (supply) and nonmanipulable if tire

agent faced rvith tire lorn'er and upper bounds on his transactions cannot sell

rnore than lorver bound and bu1' more than the upper bound. The limits on

the purchase and sale, J and s, depend only on the net demands of other

agents. In order to make this explicit, rve may rvrite the rationing scheme as

z*ih - F¿¡(2¿¡,2;¡)

P,zn _t-t min(ã;¡,, d¿¡,) 2¿n

rnøæ(Z;¡, -";n) ã;n

>0
<0
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where

Therefore Z;¡is the net demands of all the agents on market å., excluding i.

Manipulable rationing schemes which are deterministic are unstable due

to explosive overbidding (Benassy: 1975, 1986)2 and therefore the exposition

in section 3.3.4 assumes a nonn-Lanipulable rationing. The bounds on trades

d and 5, which are called perce'iued constraints, may be expressed as

2¿n : (E;¡r, .....,Z;- t,t ,Z;+t,t ,-....-'.-.,2.n).

3.3.4 -Walrasian, Clower-Benassy, Drèze Demands

M¡alrasian equilibrium and demand of the monetary economy can derived by

maximizing the utility of the agents. Let U¿(æ¿,m;) be utilitv function of

each agent in the economy which depends on the consumption vectot æ; and

monelr holdings m;. The utility function is assumed to be strictly concave

in all its argurnents. The l\¡alrasian net demands are solution in z; to the

problem given belorv.

ã : Gln(Z¿n) " 
: Gín(Z;n)

2Benassy proves that under non-stochastic manipulable rationing schmes, agents have
a tendency to inflate their trade offers in order to enable them to obtain their optimal
transactions. But in due course, the rationing scheme itself would undergo a change
transforming the same trade offers into lower and lo'¡'er transactions. In response, the
agents wouÌd proffer larger and larger demands, and the phenomenon will not converge to
a stable situation unless additional restrictions are imposed on the demands.
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zn denotes the initial holding of money, ø; is the initial endowment and

z¿ : DL=, don-DL=, s¿¡. At the Walrasian price vector p+, net excess demand

in each of tire h markets sum to zero.

rni: rni - Pz¿ ) 0.

Dtèze demands (1975) are obtained by taking into account the quantity

constraints also. The transactions are limited by the constraints

-E¿n1z¿nSd¿¡"

The best transaction that the agent can obtain, denoted by (*¿(p, d,¿,s¿), is

the solution in z; of the follorving maximization problem.

n

lz¿¡(p*):g Vh
2=l

Tlre soiution will be unique since [4 is strictly concave in æ;. Drèze invokes

the fixed point argument to prove the existence of equiiibrium, anC is defined

as the t,ector of optimal transactions (*á(p,d;,8¿) such that total purchases

equal total sales in each market, li, z+¿¡ : g. Drèze does not employ a

specific rationing scheme and different equilbria u'iil ensue depending on the
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specificity of the rationing scheme. A Walrasian auctioneer sets the upper

and lor+'er bounds on transactions for each agent, and agents respond to their

respective constraints with constrained demands. Aggregate excess demands

and supplies prompt the auctioneer to change the bounds on trades. The

Drèze equilibrium is a fixed point of perceived constraints or limits to trade

and demands.

Benassy demands (1975), denoted by (r^(p,d¿,Eo) are solution in z;¡ to

the follorving maximi zation problem.

AI aæirnize Un(r;, rn¿) s.t.

æ¿:(tá*z¿)0

The demand for commodity å. is the trade that maximizes utility taking

into account the constraints in all other markets, excluding å.. The process

is repeated for all the markets sequentiallv, and a vector of effective de-

nrands (*r(p, d¿S¿) is computed. The demands are termed effective demands

or Clower-Benassy demands because of the inciusion of spiil-over effects (the

a,ppearance of which in the literature dates back to Clou'er's (1965) dual-

decision hgpothes'is) from other markets in the demand function of the agent

i for commodit¡' å.. Tire equiiibrium is a fixed point of effective demands

and perceived constraints. Benassy calls it K-equilibrium. Alternatively, an
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equilibrium may be vier¡'ed as the set of effective demands and perceived

constraints that are reproduced identically over time. At equilibrium, agents

have the correct perception of the quantity constraints. The equilibrium

reached is the same for both Drèze and Benassy (Green: 1980)

A problem with the Drèze demands is that the agents are prohibited

from expressing their demands and supplies beyond upper and lorver bounds,

d; and s¿, and therefore information regarding the extent of rationing is

not forthcoming. Drèze demands therefore preclude a measure of excess

demand.3 For example, unemployed are not permitted to elicit information

regarding the extent of their unemployment. As opposed to Drèze, in Be-

nassy equilibrium, demand need not equal actual trades, only that demands

"reproduce" themselves. Cornparison of actual quantity traded with the ef-

fective trade offer generates a measure of excess demand. However, excess

demands so generated do not provide a reliable measure dissatis{action. As

the rationing scheme is nonmanipulable, it is constant beyond 2l¡ (see Figure

3.1). So, if d*!, is tire quantity traded for demand 2|¡,th,e difference between

them is not a reliable measure of excess demand. The agent could have cho-

sen any other ievel of 2o¡ > 2l¡ in order to transacf d+!t Thus there is no

unique and optimal demand associated with the trade d+!r, and therefore

a unique measure of excess demand. This problem is directly attributable

3Due to the lack of distinction betrn'een actual trades and demands, Drèze demands are
inappropriate for estimation purposes. One of the objectives of disequilib¡ium macroe-
conometric research programme is to capture the spill-over effects, and without a measure
of excess clemand, such an effort is doomed to faii at the very outset.
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to tlre nonmanipulable lnat:ue of the rationing scheme. Yet another prob-

lem with the specification of Benass¡'-Clower demand functions is its weak

choice theoretic basis. Benass¡r-Clolver trade ofers are made independently

and sequentiall5, in each market u,ithout considering the outcome of these

trade offers, i.e., the final transactions. Since the quantity realized in market

h is less than the trade offer, tire spill-over effect will bring about a series

of chain reaction in å. - 1 markets, resulting in original demand being, in

general, infeasible for the.agent.a Further) as Green (i980) has pointed out,

tlre sequential optimizatiot'L procedure of Benassl' does not conform lvith the

operation of any real markets.

3.3.5 Stochastic Rationing and Equilibrium

It u'as pointed out above that Clou'er-Benassy demands do not possess a

valid measurement of excess demands, and that it could be traced to the

deterministic rationing scheme of the nonmanipulable type. It was therefore

smail wonder that the next batch of invstigators directed their attention to

the other possibilities lyiirg dormant in the rationing scheme.

Some, if not a1l, problerns associated u'ith Drèze and Benassy-Clou'er

can be eliminated by a using a stochastic rationing scheme (Green: 1980,

Svensson: 1980, \4¡einrich: 1984). Under stochastic rationing, the agent is

uncertain as to the trade that rvill be realized for his trade offer. However,

lñ.**I,'ot a tevie'¿' ot.Literature of these and related issues, see G¡admont (1977) and Drazen
(1e80).
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the uncertainty over transactions to his offer is mitigated to some exiend by

the information he has of the rnarket in question. There obviously is some

information to be had regarding the quantity traded in the market as well as

his orvn trade offers and trades in tire past periods. This information can be

utilized to form a probability distribution over transactions associated rryith

each offer. If the range of such a distribution extends from 2;¡ to zero, then

it is clear that expected realization, E(zx;¡), will be less than 2¿¡ (see Figure

3.2). Tlierefore in order to transact 2;¡lhe agent has an incentive to overstate

his trade offers. But his overbidding wiil not be rvithout bounds, as there is

aiways a probability, that the inflated bid is transacted. So some moderation

u'ill be exercised on his bids, because of the necessity to the satisfy the budget

constraint under all possible states of the world. Tire stochastic demands

(,^(p,d;,8;), are the solutions in z¿¡ to the optimization problem below.

The above process will generate effective demands 'rvhich do not have the

problems associated with Drèze demands (absence of a measure of discrep-

ancy between quantit¡' realized and demanded) and Benassy-Clower de-

mands (absence of a valid optimization procedure). Nevertheless, ir-L vieu'
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Figure 3.2: Stochastic Rationing

of the fact there is an incentive to overstate demands in stochastic rationing

schemes, however bounded it may be, the question of how much confidence

one can place on the excess demands so de¡ived remains un¡esolved.

The rationing scheme in the deterministic case was

z*ih - F;¡(ã¡¡,2.¡).

where ã;¡ and 2¡¡ arc the net demand of agent i on market /¿ and the net

demand of all other agents. In the absence of accu¡ate information regard-

ing other agents'net demands,2¿¡, he will forced be to base his judgements

regarding rationing on the available but partial information. Therefore par-

tial information regarding aggregate demands and supplies will have to be

employed to make assessments of the possible outcomes associated with a
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given trade offer. As tiris in itself is not sufficient to make such assessments)

they will be supplemented by some random variables, which transform the

deterministic rationing scheme into a stochastic one,

z*ih : Í;n(Zon, Zrn(ó)),

where þis a random varia.ble. The upper and lou'er bounds on trades d and

s are also stochastic since the rationing scheme is stochastic.

Tlre equilibrium of the economy is a vector of effective demands (nn(p, d¿, S;) In

equilibrium, the demand and quantity constraints reproduce themselves iden-

tically over tirne. As Green (1980) and Weinrich (198a) have dernonstrated

the rationing scheme should not only be stochastic but aiso manipulable.

3.4 Conclusion

a: ulnl7on@)) s: HinØ¡n(6))

The literature that was sun¡eyed above was certainiy not very voluminous,

but its brevity is more than made up by the technical cornplexitv. And

there seems to be unanimous consensus that in order to obtain rvell defined

demand functions within a disequiiibrium framework, the rationing scheme

should be stochastic and manipulable. Horn'ever, the problem of exaggerated

demands continue to persist even when the rationing scheme is stochastic

and manipulable.
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Chapter 4

Ðconornetrics of
Disequilibrium
Macroeconomics

4.L Introduction

A well deveioped theory provides a foundatioil. o1r which to erect the scaf-

folding of econometric models. In fact, the degree of success that can be

achieved, to a large measure, is predicated on how weil the theoretical basis

has been articulated. Vierved, therefore, from econometric lenses, gauging

from the survey of the theoretical literature in the last two chapters, one

would suppose that the theoretical winds that have been sowed rvill enable

econometricians to reap a whirlwind. Horvever) a cursory srln¡ey of the the

empirical literature would reveal that nature has been very niggardly in bar-

ing her secrets to disequilibrium nracroeconometricians. Highly sophisticated

econometric theory has conjoined with even more sophisticated estimation
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techniques, to be sure, to produce results u'hich are sensible, but intellectual

and other human costs have been enormous. It would be interesting to see

the verdict of econometric historians after the debits and credits have been

balanced. This chapter is concerned with the econometric theory and tire

subsequent one rvith empirical implementation.

4.2 Coherency Conditions

In Chapter II, it rvas shown that four regimes are possible under quantity

constrained equilibrium. The household's trade offers in LY space were drau'n

such that l, was steeper than }i (Figure 2.1),

1

0 < 6\'dl6L - 6L"f 6\','

Similarly, the firrn's effective trade offers rvere dra'wn such lhat L¿ rvas steeper

tiran l; (Figure 2.2),

0 < 6\'"16L. -l*.- 
6 Ldl 6\','

Though it u'as not made explicit there, these conditions are the outcome of

the assumption of concave utility and production functions (Laroque: 1978).

Also, it rvas noted there that in order for the model to be stable, certain

other conditions need to be satisfied. Those conditions (equations (13) and

(la) of chapter II), reproduced here for convenience, are,

0<6\'dl6L.#*
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and

The four conditions togetirer determine the relative slopes of firm's and house-

hold's effective trade offers (Figure 2.4)

The slopes of the effective trade offers gi'i'en above are termed spill-over

coeficients, and their relative magnitudes determine rvhether or not a dis-

equilibrium macroeconometric model possesses a unique soiution. In tire

terminology of macroeconometrics of disequilibrium, the conditions required

for a unique solution are called solveabilitl¡ or coherency conditions.

For a thorough appreciation of the import of tire coherency conditions in

a disequilibrium macroeconometric model, it may be worthu'hile to derive

the firm's and household's effective trade curves from specific utility and

production functions (as opposed to the general functional forms used in

Clrapter iI). The exposition provided here closely foilorn's Ito (1980). Let L,

and ]'- stand for labor and goods transacted, Lu, L¿\'",\'d. be the effective

trade offers of labor and goods; and -t-,, L*¿Y-",\'-¿be the notional trade

offers of labor and goods. Let us suppose that the utility of a consumer is a

function of consumption Y, leisure defined as diference betu'een endou'ment

of time and labor suppl1,', T-L, arld stock of rnoney balances at the end of the

previous period, 11,1-1. Further, if we impose a Cobb-Douglass specification,

the decision probiem of the consumer is to

x,[aæ u : (Y)"(r _ qpØ[ lp)r, o, þ,t > 0
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subject to

Tire notional demands for

optimization exercise is

. ,::

lrrii: ì

L[-t +

goods,

The effective trade offers of the household takes into account the constraints

it faces in the labor and goods markets. The constraint could be either the

inablitiy to sell as much labor as it desires or as many goods as desired. The

effective demand for goods u'hen it experiences constraint in the labor maket

is calculated by rnaximizing

u : (\,)-(r - DpQ[ lù,, ù, 0,1 > 0

uL: p\' +

money and

Y-¿:

(A[ lù-o : T-:+ , \(a[; i uT),
(c -f 

'u 
-r ?,

r _ a+'/ .r P IV-,þus- @+pTñ'- @+p+-t);

G -l.iñ(M-t * wr)'

M.

labor suppll' from the above

subject to

and

u'here Z is the quantity constraint experienced in the labor market. The

above optimization results in the follou'ing effective demand for goods,

t¡-ard : ,---------i-(ÌvI, + uL),
(a * r)p'
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which may be manipulated to yield the following:

Y¿:\'-¿+= ,!U.-l'-").la + ''l) p

If we replace zf , i bv na, the above equation can be written as
' la+1)p " tel

7'¿:Y-a-Ts(L-"- L).

Effective demand for goods is, therefore, the difference betrn'een Walrasian

demand and spili-over effect from the labor market whe¡e 43 is the spill-over

coefficient.

The effective labor suppl¡' when the household faces constraint in tire

goods market is calculated by maxirnizing

u : (Y)^(T - L)pQn lp)r, a, þ,7 > 0

subject to

A[-riuL:p\'-*AI

and

]'-:1.

The result is

ßr,
L, : L-, + ,;+ ,l-(Y - \'-¿).

llt+l)tu'
Replacing A* bv ,ln, we can rer¡,rite the effective labor supply equationr u \,þ+^r) u

as 

T -TJ's : Lus - rll(\'-O- )')'
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As in the case of effective demand for goods, the effective labor supply is

the difference betn'een Walrasian labor supply and spill-over effect from the

goods market.

In an analogous manner, \¡/e can derive the effective trade offers of the

firms. Without further ado, they are

Y":\--"-Tz(L-¿- L)

and

It is important to realize that spill-over effects are proportional to the

dissatisfaction, or linear. Tire linearity of the spill-over effect is the direct

consequence of the Cobb-Douglass utility function used to derive the effective

trade offers. It is not ciear rvhat the resultant spill-over effect rvould be if a

different variety of utiliiy function was assumed.

The structural form of the two-market disequilibrium model can nou'be

summarized as follou's:

La : L-¿ - Tt(\'-" - \;) I u,

Y, :7'-" - Tz(L-o - L) + u2,

Y d : 7'-d - Tz(L-" - L) * us,

L" : L-, - Tn(\'-o - 7') ï ut,

\' : A,Iin(}'¿,Y 
"),
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T¿ 'i: Ir..r4 are positive, and 1tr1¡'tlzt z3 and rr4 ãlê error terms.

It may be apparent by nou' that the spill-over coefficients are nothing but

the slopes of the efective trade offers of households and firns noted above:

L : IVi,n(L¿, L".)

6\'.¿f 6L : qs,

And in order for the model to possess

6 Ldl 6Y

If the above conditions are not observed, there will be multiplicity of equilib-

ria. The uniqueness còndition also satisfies the stability condition (Gourier-

oux, Laffont, l\{ontfort: 1980a; see also Chapter I).1 The econometric inter-

pretation of the uniqueness and stability condition is that each observation

of the data rvill be allocated to one and only one regime. In other words,

the model has a well-defined reduced form. To sum up, in the context

of a disequilibrium macroeconometric model which is also piece-wise lin-

ear, the uniqueness, stability and solveability condition and the requirements

for u'ell-defined reduced form are synonymous. The solveabiitl' conditions

were independently discovered by lto (1980) and Gourieroux et al. (1980a),

1
)

Tt

| - rlrT, ) 0,1 - TzTs> 0,1 - TsTs> 0,1 - TtT+ ) 0

6Y"f 6L: r72,

11
6L"16\', Tq

a unique equilibrium,

rGourieroux et al. (1980b), drawing upon the insights offered by the disequilibrium
model, generalizes the result to all piece-rvise linear simultaneous equation models.They
include self-seiectivity models and simultaneous Probit, and Tobit models.
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and, curiously enough, appeared as consecutive articles in the same issue of

Econornetrica.2

4.3 Estirnation Methodologies

There are three approaches to the estimation of a disequilibrium macroecono-

metric rnodel. They are 1) the Nlaximum Likelihood approach of Maddala

and Nelson (1974), 2) the Mathematical Programming approach of Gins-

burgh, Tishler and Zang (1980) and 3) the Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood

approach of Laroque and Salanie(1989). A one-market model is examined

first. and the two-market case is taken up next.

One-Market Disequilibrium Model

The most common disequilibrium model that one usually encounters in the

literature has a demand equation, a supply equation and a minimum condi-

tion:

Dt. : atpt l plæ1r *'rru,
2He¡e is yet another example of what l\,Ierton calls'multiple discovery'. Intellectual

history is replete with such multiple discoveries. One cannot find a more celebrated in-
stance of this phenomenon than attempts by mathematicians to derive as a theorem the
fifth (or parallel) postulate of Euclid from the remaining nine axioms and postulates of
lhe Elen¿ents. The elusive search lasted 2000 years, and to it is credited some of the most
far-reaching developments of modern mathematics. C. F. Gauss (1777-1855) of Germany,
J. Bolayi (1802-1860) of Hungary and N. I. Lobachevsky (1793-1856) of Russia working
in isolation reached the surprising conclusion tha.t the parallel postulate is independent
of the remaining postulates and therefore cannot be deduced from them (Eves: 1976 pp.
382-386). In Economics, the classic example is the independent discovery of the principle
of marginal utility by Jevons, Menger and Walras in the mid-nineteenth century (Blaug:
1e85).
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æy, ar.d 12¡ ã,rc \¡ectors of exogenous variables, z1¿ and il,2¿ àrêjointly normal

u'ith mean \¡ector zero) col¡ariance matrix X and serially uncorrelated with

each other. Since D¿ and ,9r are unobserved, the only observed random

variable i" Qr.

l\{addaia and Nelson (197a) have proposed the appropriate likelihood

function for the above model. Let h.(Q¡) be the probability density func-

tion for 8¿. Then

h(Qr): f (Q,lD, < St)Pr(\. .9,) + Í(Q,lD,> S.)Pr(D,i > S,),

u'here the conditional p.d.f.

St: azpt I B2læ2¿ * trzt,

Qt: Min(Dr, Sr).

ÍQ,lD,. ^9,) 
: l; e(Q,,S,lD, < SL)d'St

and similarly for f @rlD, > Sr). Therefore,

The likelihood function is

L: {fr-#,".r(-

h(Q,) : l; r(Q,, s)dst + I* f (Q,, Dòd'Dt.

1 | (Qr-azpt-/rt*rr)'\ i" -(Qr-at?t-þlruL-¿z| 

- 

vùpt 

-t^tr 

-t-JzTIor'\ 2ozz / \- -\ o7

'w'here Q is the probablity distribution function. I{aximization of the above

Iikelihood function is in practice quite treacherous due to the unbounded
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nature of the function. There are points on the boundary of the parameter

space where ø1 and ø2 attains the value of. zero, which makes the value of

L to be infinity. For an exposition of the unboundedness of the likelihood

function, let
T

tr:lI(o,0t*16¿),
t=1

where

1
(\+ : :e.ID" t/2Ilo,

Consider some values o1 , B1 such that for some observations Qt - atpt -

þtæ;t : 0 and for others negative. There are instances rvhen this would be

the case for a demand function lvith an intercept term. Let a2, p2, and

o2 be any admissible value. Let us now investigate the consequences of ø1

converging to zeto. For those observations of the demand equation where the

difference betu'een the actual and predicted is zecro, e.¿ converges to oo and

lirno,-o 6t: ll2. For the observations for n'hich the difference betr¡'een the

actual and the predicted is negative, limo, -6 6t : 7. B¿ and 1t are nonzero for

all observa,tions. Therefore, for some observations the value of the likelihood

function tends to infinity, thus making the value the likelihood function for
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all the observation to tend to infinity.3

The Ginsburgh et. al approacli to the estimation of the disequilibrium

model has a stochastic minimum condition,

Q, : XIin(D¡, S¿) ¡ e¡.

The implication of the above minimum condition is that demand and supply

equations are deterministic:

The sample-separation or srvitching between demand and supply regimes is

facilitated by the use of a binary variable:

Dt : dtkl]Jæu,

^9r : azfu*þzlæzt.

where q(z) : max(O, z). Assuming that the e¿ is independently, identically

and norrnally distributed, the parameters are estimated by maximizing the

Iikelihood function

Qt: atPt i Blæ1¿ I q(orpr l B2tæ2¿ - atpt * B{ætr) ¡ 6r,

L : l+^r".e(-

l+'à"*(-
3The proclivity of the likelihood function to be unbonded is noticed only where the

sample-separation is unknown, u'hich suggests that it is lack of information for sample-
separation that causes the likelihood function to behave in this whimsical manner. For a
very readable survey of literature of econometrics of disequilibrium, see Quandt (1982).

õ7
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wlrere T1 : (tiqQ) : 0) and T2 : (tlq(z): z) (Quandt: 1982). The above

likelihood function is discontinuous. The problem with discontinuous func-

tion stems frorn the absence of the first and second derivatives for all points in

the parameter space. In other words, the function is only non-continuousiy

differentiable, and optimization routines requiring continuous first and sec-

ond derivatives become ineligible for maximization of the function. Smooth-

ing procedures enable tire function to be maximized by an algorithm rvhich

requires first and second derivatives. In order to smootli the function, q(z)

may replaced by qt(z), where qt(z) is

qt(") :

u'here rc is a positive parameter. lVhen qt(z) rs embedded into the Ginsburgh

et al. likelihood function, the step function becomes a twice-continuously

differentiabie function (Tishler and Zang: 7977). Tishler and Zang suggest

that n be reduced gradually in the iteration process. For sufficiently small

values of rc, the approximating model gives the exact solution to the original

rnodel.

0 if z1

rtr"tù'_
z iÍ z)

-K)

f,t,tù" +ft"t"
ß

The Ginsburgh et al. approach is u'eak on several grounds. The most

serious of these seems to be the absence of statistical justification for the spec-

ified equations. The demand and supply equations are exact. This would

suggest that tirere are no measurement errors in tlie the endogenous variable,
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the specification is accurate (the econometrician steps into the shoes of the

Almighty), and tire agents make no errors in the optimization of their respec-

tive objective functions. The second problem is tirai over a large sub-set of

the parameter space, the¡' remain unidentified. Assume, for example, that

in reality al1 observations correspond to the demand equation. Then, assum-

ing that the approximation is reasonable or, in other words, the value of rc

is sufficiently small, the parameterc B2 and a2 remains unidentified. This,

ho$ret'er, is not the case with Maddala and Nelson approach, rvhere even if

the observations all beiong to the demand regime, the supply regime exerts

a small influence on the likelihood function (Quandt: 1982).

The problem of unboundedness and numerical problems involved in the

maximization of the likelihood function. and the absence of a sound statistical

foundation for the Ginsburgh et al. approach motivated efforts to'w'ards in-

novations in estimation techniques. The Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood tech-

nique of Laroque and Salanie (1989) is a case in point. The likelihood func-

tion that is maximized is based on the first and second order moments of

tire endogenous variables and hence the rubric 'pseudo'. Lel u1 and z2 be

independently, normally distributed u'ith mean zero and unit variance. The

flrst and second order moments for the one-market model is (Laorque and

Salanie: 1989)

E(Qrlp,,æt): -ra (D'- s') * r,* (t'- '') +,s¿o ('' - t') 
,'\ s / \ s / \ s /'
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E(e?tp,,*,) : (D?+"ïr(ry) *fr; +cl)a(&;å)
-,(D,+s,)ó(=) ,

wlrere s2 : ol I o2, a:nd / and Õ are the density and the cumulative distri-

bution of a normal variable witir mean zero and unit variance. The above

expressions show that c, B and s are identifiable in the first stage, and c,

ß. a in the second stage. Tirere are three Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood es-

timation procedures all of whicir produce consistent estirnates (Gourieroux,

Monfort, and Trognon: 1984). Tu'o of them are given below.

Let 0: (o,B). The pseudo-model is

Qr: EQr(0,s) I Pu,

wlrere þu is independently, normally distributeìi with mearl 0 and variance

1. The maximum likelihood estimator, (Bt,"t) is the nonlinear least squares

estimator obtained by minimizing the function

.T
i trq, - Ee¡e,s))2
2 îí', "'

(0r,or), tl-re maximum likeliliood estimator of the pseudo-model

Qt : EQt(0, s) i pzt,

where ¡r2¿ has the same properties of l"tr, is obtained by minimizing the

function

:Ð(
Q, - E(Qr(0,'))'

rlQ¡Q,o)

trU

i bs|lA¡(t,ù)



andl/Qr(0,a) is the variance oî. Q¿} While the first estimates only á and s,

the second estimates 0 and o.

Two-Market Disequilibriurn Model

The obvious starting point for the discussion of the tu'o-market model is the

regime classification, deriveable from tlr.e prototype model introduced earlier.

Regirne I : Unde'rconsurnption

L¿ -- L*¿ - nt(\'-" - Y) * ut

7'-u : \'-" - Tz(L-o - L) + u2

Yi:Y-¿ius

L": L*" * us

y:\,¿;L:L"

Regirn e I I : C lastical Unemplogrnent

L¿: L-¿ j u1

trt - \- -L4! a - 
!u" , Jz

Y d. : \'-d. - Tz(L-" - L) i uz

L,: L-,-Tq(\'*¿-Y)*ua

]'-:)i; L:L¿

aPresumably, variance is calcula.ted from the familiar formula, o2 = E(X2) - l.E(.X))2.
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Regirne I I I : K eEnesian Unernplogment

L¿: L-¿-m(Y;" - )') +21

Y":Y*"luz

Yd:7'-d-Tz(L-,-L)+us
f _Tu" - tt-, I1L4

\'-:\'¿;L: L¿

Regime IIl : Repressed Inf lati.on

L¿: L-¿ f u1

}": );" -Tz(L-r- L)*uz

Yd:\'-d. Iuz

L, : L-, - T+(\'-o - \'-) -l ua

Y:Y";L:L"

In Underconsumption regime, despite excess supply in the goods market,

firms are constrained in the labor market; production is geared towards inven-

tor¡' ¿s.rmulation besides sa.tisfyiüg the current demand. Tiris leads to the

seemingly paradoxical situation of being constrained in the goods market

and labor market simultaneousll'. In Classical Unemployment, househoids

are constrained in both the goods and labor.rnarkets. High wage rates in-

duce households to supply rnore labor and firms to restrict demand. High
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wage rates also increase consurr.ption demand. In Keynesian Unernployment,

excess supply in the goods market forces fi¡ms to reduce their intake of la-

bor, and households have to reduce their consumption demand since they

are rationed in the labor market. The supplies of goods and labor are at

their !\¡alrasian levels; firms are not constrained in the availability of labor

and households in the availabilit¡, of goods. Quantity traded are the effective

demands for goods and labor. Under Repressed inflation, excess demand

in the labor market forces firms and households off their respective supply

curves. Labor and goods demand, horvever, rvill be determined by their no-

tional cur\¡es) as neither firrns nor households face excess supply in the goods

and labor market. Quantity traded are the effective supplies of goods and

labor.

Tlte likelihood function of the tu'o-market disequilibrium model is an ex-

tension of the one-market rnodel. Horvever, as \\¡e shall see, the the likelihood

function require an amendment because of the presell.ce of the spill-over coef-

flcients in the trvo-market model (Ito: 1980).5 The likelihood function is the

sum of four constituent likelihood functions, one function for each regime:

sThe need for spill-over coefficients was first pointed out by Quandt (i978), though
he could not arrive at such a specification. Besides, his likelihood function was incor¡ect.
Amemiya (1977) corrected Quandt, but his specification suffered from the same problem
that vitiated Quandt, the absence of e>:plicii recognition of spill-over coefiÊcients.
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Though 'urt 't12, u3 and ü4 ãlê independently, identically distributed, it is

incorrect to factor fi into (lt(\'¿) f'(Y").f"Qo).fn!")) because of the spill-

over effects. The determinant of the Jacobian of (21 tuz,us,za) with respect

to \'-¿,\'-", L¿,.L, has to be considered unlike the one-rnarket case where it is

one.

Assume that z1 , 112, rL3, u4 ãîe- independently, identically and normaily

disiributed for all t and are independent of each other:

u¡ - N(0,o!) 'i: I,2,3,4 Vt.

+ [ t '7rrr(]',\'", L, L")dY"d,L"
JY <Y" J L<L.,

+ [ | lw(Y¿,Y, L¿, L)dyddLdl .

JY (7'¿ J L<.L¿ I

Define

Then

u'here k¿ is the

becomes

ç¡(g¿¡): -\:"',a¡t/Zir

l¿ : k;II p¡Gr¡), i : I, I I, II, IV,
j=1

jacobian of transformation. The likelihood function now

L : 
ry {-, l,: Ë rt r,G,,tY¿ : ti, L" -- L¿)d.L¿d.\'-,

l-hr"r)

*k,, I; l: y_

¡æ^æ4
+turr J,., J", II- J=l

ç¡(gt¡¡lY, :1't, L¿: Lr)dL"d\'¿

q¡(gu¡¡l\'¿ : \i, Ld : Lt)dL"d\'"
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Pioneers of the implementation of the the maximum likeliood technique are

Artus, Laroque and Michel (i984) and Kooiman and Kloeck (1985).

The Ginsburgh et a1. (1980) approach to the estimation of a macroeco-

nomic model is a straight-forward extension of the one-rnarket model ex-

amined above. The implementation of the Ginsburgh et al. approach u'as

attempted by Sneessens (1981, 1983) and \/ilares (1982,1986). The exposition

that is follo'ived here is an adaptation of Sneessens (1981, 1983). Firms based

on the past experience fornr. expectations regarding the current demand for

goods. Given the reiative prices, technology and capital stock, the expected

demand is treated as the target level of production. The labor requirements

for the target level of production is tiren obtained from the labor market.

Trading is postulated to take place sequentially, with transaction occurring

initially in the labor market and subsequently in the goods market. If the de-

mand for goods is greater than tire potential output, the production of goods

is restricted b1' the potential output, the maximum possible, a'd households

are rationed. If the labor demanded by firms, calculated on the basis of an-

ticipated demand, is greater than labor supply, fi.rms face rationing in the

labor market. The production plans are. accordingly, revised dorn'nwards.

The abol.e conceptualization can be expressed mathematically as,

\'- \- - 
.1 Tur 

- 
fs 

- 
-!L.1t ,
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where

l'j is the expected demand, and )'o is the potential output. LF is the avail-

able labor force. The first equation suggests that quantity traded in ihe

goods nrarket is alu'ays output supplied; Ì'-: ]i : fuI'in(\''¿,li). Labor de-

manded is determined by the production function l' : Y" : A.L". Horvever,

there are two possible labor demands; labor demand could either be the one

corresponding to potential output, Yo, or expected demar-Ld, 1¡r". Labor de-

manded, as long it does not exceed the available labor, L", is the minimum

of the above tlvo,

' -t I

L¿: 1-i llf inQ'¿",\'o").

Note that labour supply is ahvays Walrasian,

L" : L-".

L : AtIin(L¿, L"),

L¿ : (A-rS';¡i i,l Y; 1\'r,

: (A-I\'o¡i otherwise,

Lu : eno LF.

The term eao in the labor supply equation stands for frictional unemployment.

Since quantity traded in the goods market is ahvays output supplied, the

implication is that there is no rationing in the goods market. Hence Sneessens

has a minimum condition only for the labor market. The regime classifica-

tion is, therefore, accomplished by distinguishing betrveen the 'i'arious level
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of labor traded. As was noted earlier, there are two possible levels of labor

dernand, each associated with diferent levels output produced and traded.

Obviously the output produced u'hen the firms are producing at their poten-

tial ier.el is different from the one produced, 'when demand is less than tlie

potential output. The labor demand when firms are producing their poten-

tial output, rvitir the proviso that L¿ I L", id called Classical Unemployment.

When the firms find that e¡pected demand is less than the poiential output,

the corresponding labor demand is used to identify the Keynesian Unemploy-

rnent. The Repressed Inflation occurs rn'hen firms are constrained in the labor

market (L¿ > L") In Chapter II, while discussing regime classification, it

was observed that firms occasionly dernand more labor than is warranted by

the current output, for purposes of inventory accumulation. This 'w'ould give

rise to the regime of Underconsumption. Empirically, the implication is that

a distinction betrveen output produced for saies and inventory accumulation

be maintained. Howe'r'er, if the measure of goods traded is GNP or GDP,

the distinction is not preserved, and Unconsumption cannot be isolated from

other regirnes. Therefore, Sneessens ignores Underconsurrrption. Expressed

rnathenatically,

\'- : AL",

with

Lk, : (A-15';¡i , L., :

L : Il,Ii.n(Lku, L.u, L,;),

(A-1\'o1i , L,i : eno LF.
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The estimable version of the model may be summarized as follows after

transformation into logarithms:

inli:ln,4+ulnL*6r¿,

From the stochastic speciflcation, it is irnmediatly apparent that the esti-

mation technique is Ginsburgh et al.(1980). The iabor equations in the

minimum condition are determininistic; the error term appears.outside the

minimurn condition. Assuming tirat ei¿ and e2¿ are uncorrelated, the s5's¿s¡1

of tu'o equations can be estimated recursively. Sneessens estimates the pro-

duction function using ordinary least squares, and the estimates of A and u

are substituted into the ernployment equation ir-L the second stage, which is

then estirnated for the remaining parameters. The two-stage technique of

Sneessens, though resulting in inefficient estimates, steers clear of the esti-

mation problems encountered in maximum likelihood functions.

It rvas noted earlier that the adoption of Ginsburgh et al. approach ren-

ders the function to be maximized d.iscontinuous. Therefore, in order to

obtain a continuous function amenable for the application of optimization

methods reciuiring first and second derivatives, a smoothing procedure be-

comes inevitable. A similar exercise also becomes necessary for estimating

the Sneessens' employrnent equation; the smoothing technique of Tishler and

ln L¿ : Iv,Ii,n(In L¡u,ln L.u,In L,) I ,rr.
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Zang (1979) is employed. Let the log-likelihood function be

t :Ðh¿(InL)
t.

where å.¿(.) is logarithm of density

regimes can be represented by three

of ln tr at time t. The three possibie

binary variables:

if Lm ) L.,

oth,erutise

T1 :1

:0

For values of 11 - T'2 : 0, the outcome is Keylesian U¡employment; if 11 - 1

and 13 : 0, Classicai Unemployment, and if rz: 13: 1, Repressed Inflation.

Let /(.) stand for the logarithm of the density of the disturbance term,e2¿.

The log-density of ln -L can be written as

T2:1

n

if Ln. ) L,i

otherus'ise

Tg:1 iÍ L.- ) L,¿

oth,eruise

h¿(In L) : (1 - "' )(I - rr)llnlJl + /(ln L - In L¡"")l

*rr(1 - r3)/(ln L -InL..)ír2rsf(htL -InL,;).

where J is the jocobian of transformation from e2 to ln tr in Keynesian Un-

employment. If e2¿ is normally distributed. then the likelihood function can
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be concentrated rvith respect to the variance of e2¿. If lJl : 1 maximizing

the concentrated likelihood function and minimization of the error sum of

squares are equivalent procedures.

4.4 Conclusion

Three major approaches to the estimation of a macroeconomic nr.odel were

surveyed. It was found that the Ginsburgh et al. (1980) approach is unac-

cëptable on statistical grounds. Even from an economic theoretic ground, it

may not be a true representation of a general disequilibrium model. In the

interest of tractabilit5', the modeling of the goods market assumes arÃ,a): ra-

tioning. True, Sneessens' (1981, 1983) model behaves very well rvhen judged

against predictive accuracy. But econornetric models are not judged on the

basis of predictive potential alone; it must be faithful to the theoretical model

it is attempting to estimate. Of the three methods surveyed here, Sneessens'

estimating technique is the most accessible. Kooiman and Kloeck (1985) en-

countered considerable difficuity in maximizing the likelihood function, using

the Full-Information Maximum Likeliirood technique, which cast doubt on

the efficacy of the estirnating technique itself. On the contrary Artus et a1.

(i984) and the present study (FINÍL also, presented in the next chapter) go

a long way in dispelling tirose doubts; both report none of the problems of

Kooiman and Kloeck. However, the three studies agree that FiML is prob-

iematic because maximization of the likelihood function involved is no mean

..;
;:'tìÌ:i
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task. The Pseudo-N{aximum Likelihood technique of Laroque and Salanie

(1989) was devised to overcome the problems of both the Ginsburgh et al.

and Nladdala and Nelson (FIML) approaches. Laroque and Salanie report

that their approach has none of the problems encountered by the Maddala

and Nelson approach. Ample proof of this assertion is forthcoming not only

in Laroque and Salanie (1989) where they estimate a disequilibrium macroe-

conomic model via three Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood tech.niques, but also

in Laroque (1989), where the ambitious project of estimating for four coun-

tries (France, Germany, the lLK. and the U.S.A.)is successfulll' ¡n¿.rtaken.
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Chapter 5

Estirnation of Ðisequílibrium
MacroecolioÍr3ícs

5.1 Introduction

The last decade has been a rvitness to a flo'w'ering of interest in the estima-

tion of disequilibrium macroeconomic models. Prominent anrong these are

Artus, Laroque and Michel (1984) and Kooiman and Kloeck (1985) (the lt'{ad-

dala and Nelson approach) Laroque and Salanie (1989) and Larouqe (1989)

(the Pseudo-Maximum Likeihood approach) and Sneessens (1981, 1983) and

Vilares (1982, 1986) (the Ginsburgh et al. approach). The distinguishing

feature of these studies is the existence of three or four mutually exclusive

regimes. This approacir to disequilibrium macroeconomics is in contrast to

Coen and Hickman (1987). Confining attention to 2 regimes, Classical and

Keynesian Unemployments, they allou' for its coexistence. Yet anothei ap-

proacir stems from the recognition that u'hile aggregate markets may srn'itch

from regime to regime, micromarkets exhibit coexistence of regimes. Such is
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the case of Kooiman (1984), Sneessens and Dreze (1986), Lambert (1988),

and Laroque and Salanie (1989).

The study at hand attempts an estimation of disequilibrium macro model

using Canadian quarterly data from 7972.1 to 1985.3, and the technique of

estimation is FIML, as it is Maddala and Nelson in spirit. Estimated model

consists of two markets, aggregate goods and labor. Kinship of the model

presentedhereto Artus et ai. (1984) and Kooiman and Kloeck (1985) cannot

be stressed enough, and therefore it may be instructive to make a compara-

tive evaluation of tire major features of the tltree.l Artus et al. use quarterly

data of the French economy for the period 1963.2 to 1978.4 and Kooiman

and Kloeck yearly data of The Netherlands from 1952 to 1979. tr\¡hile the

French study confines its attention to the business sector and the Dutch to the

rnanufacturing sector, our data pertain to the macroecono-¡. Kooiman and

Kloeck have imposed restrictions on the spill-over coefficients to satisfy the

coherencv conditions so that the model has a unique fix-price equilibrium.

Artus et a1. have a non-linear specification of the productive sector, and the

model is no longer piece-wise linear. Conditions for coherency or a unique

fix-price equilibrium developed by Gourieroux et al. (1980a, 1980b) and Ito

(1980) are valid only for piece-wise linear model, and could not therefore

be checked analytically. Sirnulations, however, have shorvn that the model

in fact possess a fix-price equilibrium for a range of parameter estimates

lFor an insightful survey of disequilib¡ium macroeconometric literature, see Laffont
(1e85).
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including the ones obtained. The present exercise has a piece-wise linear

model, and rve lt'ere able to obtain parameter estimates for spill-over coef-

ficients rvhich satisfy the uniqueness condition. Kooiman and Kloeck report

considerable difficulty in maximizing the likelihood function; the likeiihood

function tended to stray into the unbounded region. A penalty function was

introduced into the objective function to restrain it from its persistent pro-

clivity torvards unbounded regions of the function. Artus et al. and the

current study have not evinced any sucÌr tendencies. W", however, were not

able to obtain estimates for labor demand under Keynesian Unemployment

regime rvhich are sensible (of this more anon): nothing of this sort seem to

plague either of the other studies.

5.2 The Structure of the Model

Firms maximize profits subject to a short-run production function and, there-

fore, the first order conditions define the following notional aggregate labor

dernand and output supply equations:

rl'ltere ø is the real wage rate and u1 and u2 r€pr€sent the the errors made

by ilre firms in the process of maximizalion of profits. The error terms are

intended to capture aspects of technical and allocative inefrciency. \\¡hile
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eqs.(5.1) and (5.2) represent the notional magnitudes of the firm, in order

to arrive at their effective counterparts, the spill-over from labor and goods

markets have to be appended. Accordingly, the notional aggregate labor

demand and output supply functions are transformed as follows:

L¿: L*¿- qt(Y" -Y) 0 ( 41 ( 1,

Of the components of aggregate demand, oniy consumption and exports

are treated endogenous, leaving import content of investment goods and gov-

ernment expenditure, investment and government expenditure exogenous. It

is assumed that excess supply in the labor market does not propagate througir

the system and constrain irouseirolds in the demand for goods. Therefore,

qz : 0 and notional aggregate demand is als'ays equal to effective aggregate

demand, regardless of regime.2 l\{odeling of aggregate demand i¡'ithin the

context of disequilibrium, horvever, demands recognition of the additional

complexity of rationing of demand for goods and exports during periods

\'-" --\'-"-qr(L¿- L) 01r¡2 17.

2The unfortunate consequence of this assumption is the inabilitv to estimate the impact
of excess supply in the labor market on goods demand, a major tenent of disequilibrium
macroeconomics. l\4ost of the empirical studies in this area suffer from the same inade-
quacy. The reason for this inadequacy might be sought in the dificulty to incorporate
both rationing and spill-over coeffcients in the the effective aggregate demand equation.
In Classical Unemployment, if one were to be faithful to the theory, one would need a
spill-over coefficient since there is excess supply in the labor market, and a rationing co-
efficient since there excess demand in the goods market in the effective aggregate demand
equation. The likelihood function u'ould then become even mo¡e crlmbersome, and the
maxi¡nization ol the function more difficuit.
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when excess demand for goods prevaiis. Such is the case in Classical Unern-

ployment and Repressed Inflation regimes. This type of constrained behavior

by households and exports is introduced through a rationing parameter d.

Consumption demand C¿ and export demand X¿ decrease by proportions d

and (1 - 0) of excess demand for goods, and d is postulated to be between 0

and 1. Denoting actual transactions by C and X,

and

x : X¿(') - (1 - 0)(Y-o - l'-) * ti.a. (5 6)

Given the accounting identit)'l'- C - A,Ic + X + EXO, u'here /l,lc is the

imported component of consumption goods and EXO stand for the exoge-

nous components of effective aggregate demand (EXO : I + G - LIt - X[e ,

rn'ltere A,I7 alnd ]l[e arc the import content of investment and government

expenditure respectively ),

C : C¿(') - 0(\'-¿- I'-) * zs

(õ.5), (5.6) and (5.7) constitute a system of interdependent equations. There-

fore, one of the above is redundant in the formulation of the likelihood func-

tion. For exampie, inclusion of consumption and export equations renders

the accounting identity irrelevant for estimation purposes, and it is quite ar-

bitrar¡' as to which one of the equations in the above system is excluded. \4¡e.
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therefore, decided to exciude the consumption equation. The implication is

that the consumption equation is estimated as part of the aggregate demand

equation.

Symmetry and internal consistency demand that there be no spill over

from excess demand in the goods market to the aggregate labor supply equa-

tion (4a : 0); recall that demand side in the goods market is nevet con-

strained due to rationing of households in labor market. Thus effective labor

supply (tr,) is ahvays identical to notional labor supply (L-");

i:i+Í).i
jj:4::

The likelihood function rÃ'as derived under the assumption that the un-

derconsurnption regime has an insignificant roie to piay, and, therefore, was

deleted from the likelihood function. It may be recalled that Underconsump-

tion regime is characterized by excess supply in the goods rnarket and excess

demand in the labor market. This curious phenomenon is due to the desire

of firms to accumulate inventories for the future. It is important to note

that inventory accumulation is included in the aggregate demand function,

as tire data used for ouput demanded is value added, and therefore, it is

impossible to distinguish between output produced for sales and inventory

accumulation. Consequently, Underconsumption is indistinguishable from

other regimes. }'et another reason for the appearence of this regime is labo¡

hoarding by firms in anticipation of increased demand in future. Though, in

theory such a possibility cannot be ruled out, in the empiricai realm it may
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rvell be insignificant.3

Thus, taking into consideration all the

the prototype model, the estimated variant

Iorv. The synbols in lower case denote that

amendments proposed above to

of the three regimes is given be-

they are expressed in logarithms.

C I a.s sical U nernpl oyrr¿ent :

l:l-¿1u1,

Yd:

!:U-t

\'-¿ * us

l" : I*"

Repressed Inf lation :

I 
-l 

!Ld: LudiUll

i uz,

* u+,

I us.

g:a-"-Tz(l¿-l)+u2,

Y¿:Y-¿luslut,

3Aruts et. all assigns only two observation and Kooiman and Kloeck none for this
regime, while Sneessens (1981) and Vilares (1982) do not have this regime ai all. If ii is
assumed that Underconsumption is non-existent, then we rvould have to impose different
assumptions on the stochastic terms. Truncated er¡or terms have to be introduced lvhich
would then impair the tractablity of the likelihood function. All that is assumed is that
Underconsumption regime is absent in the data chosen.
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5.3 Estirnation

Tlie maximized likelihood function is provided in Appendix B. The period

of estimation is ftorr. 1972.1 to 1985.3, and data are seasonally adjusted.

Sources of data are provided in Appendix A. The iikelihood function rvas

maximized by the quadratic hill-climbing aigorithm of the GQOPT4 softrvare

package.a Both the first and second derivatives u'ere evaluated numerically.

Computations lvere done on AN{DHAL 5870 at the University of i\4anitoba.5

A":!-"*1r2,

\':Y-¿*usluq,

lr : l-" ='ltrs'

{A method lvhich requires second derivatives such as Newton Raphson would perform
poorly if the initial vaiues are fa¡ from the maximum. Hence some modifications have been
suggested by and Goldfeld, Quandt and Trotter (1966), and is known is as the quadratic
hill-climbing method. Suppose the matrix of second derivatives, G, at any iteration is
not negative definite. This wouid be the case if the initial estimates are far from the
optimum, and iterations would then proceed in the "wrong" direction. The quadratic
hiil-clìmbing algorithm replaces the non-negative definite G by G - oI where a is chosen
so that G -aI is negative definite, and o ) Ànror, u'here À-o, is the largest eigenvalue
of G, rvhen G is not negative definite. The rationale for this is sought in the properties
of quadratic functions (Goldfeld and Quandt: 7972 and Quandt: 1983).

5For the large scale optimization problem of the type handled here (there are 22 pa-
rameters), it soon became apparent that it is very important to have initial estimates
which are as close to the local optimum as possible. In order to obtain the initial esti-
mates, the strategy adopted was as follows. We split the two-market model to two single
markets. Since the number of parameters to be estimated for each of the two markets in-
dependently r¡'as not large, poor initial estimates did not vitiate the optimization process.
Subsequently, the two markets were estimated together, this time with the inclusion of the
spili-over and rationing coefficients. The estimates from the independent estimation of the
single markets were used as the initial estimates, and since there are only two spill-over
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Both dependent and independent variables u'ere scaled for the purpose

of estimation and the parameter estimates n'ere rescaled to conform to its

original units.6 The optimization took betlveen trvo to five minutes of CPU

time depending on the initial value of the estimates. Perturbation of the

initial values realized the same maximum. Though the maxima from different

initial vaiues were the same) the t-r'alues were very volatile from run to run.

The t-r'alues '\Ã¡ere reliable only in one. case, rvhile in others they rvere all

unreiiable due to inaccuracy in the calibration offirst and second derivatives.

This may ri'ell be due to flatness of likeliirood function in the vicinity of the

optimum.T The results presented are for the maximum for r¡'hich tl'Le t-values

are reiiable.

coefiâcients and one rationing coefficient, only three values of the initial estimates had to
be guessed. In the next stage, we enìarged our model, to accommodate the consumption
function, for until now estimation u'as done using an aggregate ouput demand function,
In the next stage, the ouput demand equation was further disaggregated to inciude an
equation for export demand. Therefore, at each stage u'e had to guess at most only the
values of four initial estimates, for the remaining initial values were ones from the local
optimum of the previous stage. It should be borne in mind that at every stage of the
optimization a different likelihood function had to be maximized.

6The transformation employed for scaling variables can be rn'ritten as X = id+s, where
.i ir th. scaled variable, d = (maxX - minX) T,t = (maxX * minX)f and maxX and

min X are the maximum and minimum values of X. The transformation ensu¡es that i
values are in the range [-1, *1]. First and second derivatives are also now scaled, and the
effect on the convergence rate of the optimization is substantial. Also, since the likelihood
function has cumulative distribution function Õ(.) as one its arguments, the transformed
function is often much better than the original function (Gill, À4urray and \trright: 1981,
pp.274-275).

TFailure of the numerical approximation to the Hessian "is most frequent in cases u'here
the function is extremely flat. it is not clearly not an acceptable outcome in any event, but
particularly in the case of maximum likelihood estimation for then the negative inverse of
the Hessian is used as an estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix".(Quandt: 1983,
pp. 731-735)
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Specifications of equations (5.1) and (5.2) for estimation purposes are as

follorvs. The notional aggregate output supplv behavior is explained using a

Cobb-Douglas production function and notional aggregate labor demand is

derived by equating marginal product of labo¡ to the real *'age rate. The

parameter estimates and t-values (in parenthesis beneath the parameter es-

timates) are

and

log(-L-¿) : 0.121
(22 .60)

tr.', is the nominal wage rate divided by the GNP deflator, K is the capital

stock and L employment. The statistical insignificance of the labo¡ coefficient

may be attributed to the absence of large variation in employment between

booms and busts due to labor hoarding by firms. This speculation receives

some confirmation from the estimated value of 41 (see below). Magnitude of

q1 is indicative of labor hoarding by firms during ¡ecessions. Labor demand

does not fall to extent warranted by the excess supply in the goods market.

The standard erro¡ of the ¡andom terms ?r1 and u2 ãÍe

ør : 0.187 ønd o2: 0.048.

los()i,") : -0.751 + 0.4r2los(r) + 0.8351og(/r).
(o.o8s) (0.042) (52.7s)

- 0.477lo9(tln) + 0.7801og(K)
(8.6e) (32.92)

We assume that households never experience rationing in the goods mar-

ket, an empirically ¡easonable proposition, due to imports rising to bridge
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the gap, should consumers desire to demand more than domestic production.

Actual transactions C, therefore, is always equal to desired transactions C¿.

Desired consumption is specified to be dependent on the level of disposable

income, and the outcome of the estimation is

D(L) : 0.4 + 0.3¿ + 0.2L2 + 0.1¿3. Estimate of the marginal propensity

to consume is a trifle low. The oft-quoted Canadìan estimates are in the

neighborhood of 0.85. The standard erro¡ for the random term 23,

"':333;
Specification of consumption as a function of disposable income is bound

to lead to some statistical inconsistency. In Keynesian Unemployment regime

quantity traded in the goods market is aggregate demand and, therefore, dis-

posable income is no longer exogenous as in other regimes. The inconsistency

stems from deletion of the inverse of Keynesian multiplier in the jacobian

facto¡ in the likelihood function that pertains to Keynesian Unemployment

regime. This may be unavoidable in the present context, as the solution to

this problem points in the direction of modeling the tax and social security

system, which in our judgement is not advisable. The ükelihood function

becomes even more complex and may render it intractable.s

C ¿ : 34.545 + D( L\0.699D L
( 184.84) '(3e .72)

(5 11)

sArtus ei al (198a) has wage income endogenous through its dependency on employ-
ment, and transfer income exogenous. This may not be quite satisfaclory as transfer
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Export demand employs a well-worn specification; a distributed lag of

the ratio of the export prices and import prices and wo¡ld demand determine

desired exports. The lag polynomial D(L) is a priori fixed as 0.4 + 0.3¿ +

0.2L2 + 0.1¿3.

x¿ : -igg.r&I nrTn 
Eg>o(o(L)tosTo")) + 

t3í:Lur\.r(w,D)

and

oa = L7'5'
(s . se)

Labor supply is specified along the iines of Rosen and Quandt (1978).

tos(L-") : 
tl.Torr*otllnrfîr(-") 

* 0r¡nl8å1s(¿F), (5.13)

whe¡e tr.r" is the nominal wage rate deflated by the CPI and LF the labor

fo¡ce and

"' : ?'1u'l''
Coherency conditions enunciated by Gourieroux et al. (1981a and 1981b)

and Ito (1981) require thal q7r2 ( 1, and that is indeed the case;

?r : 0.845 and r¡2: 0.666.
(8.73) (12.sl)

And finaliy the estimate for the rationing coefficient

d : 0.139.
(1.s4)

r¡
, -.;t¿
.iiùì.,:

(5.12)

income is also dependent on the levei of income.
employment and t¡ansfer income as independent
correspondingly overestimated. See Kooiman and
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100 r
100 r
100 r
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091 r
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000
000
000
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Table 5.1: Regime Probabilities
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The parameter estimates at the optimum value of the log-likelihood func-

tion can be used to generate probabilities for the existence of regimes for

each of the observations and is given in table 3.s The * indicates the most

probable regime. Classical Unemployment is the most prevalent regime (24

observations), followed by Repressed Inflation (17 observations) and Keyne-

sian Unemplol'ment (14 observations). From 7975.4 to 1980.1 there is an

uninterrupted dorninance of Classical Unemployment regime u'ith probabili-

ties either one or very close to one. For the Canadian economy) 1975 marks

the beginning of a rise in unernpioyment rates until it hits the high level of

8% in 1978. Unemployment starts to fall thereafter, and hits the lorv rate of

6.5% in 1981. The period ri'as characterized by high inflation rates. caused

by the second round of OPEC output restrictions, a supply shock, and an ex-

pansion of money supply due to the reduction in the demand for M1 balances,

a demand shock. The period 7973-1974 alternates betrveen Classical Unem-

ployment and Repressed Inflation regimes with five observations assigned to

the frrst. While the period witnessed high inflation rates as indicated by the

modei, it also l\¡as a period of iow unemplo¡'ment rates. The consequence

of the oil-shock oî 1974 is deiected as Keyensian Unemployment in 1975.1

and 1975.3 and Classical Unemployment 1n L975.2 and 1975.4. The recession

caused b1' a restrictive rnonetary policy initiated in 1981 is indicated from

1981.3 to 1983.2. From the iatter half of 1983 to end of sample period, Re-

f each observation is equal to Pr,. - H;lH;i, €
(cu,ri,fru), u'here H is the probability density funciion. See Appendix íor details.
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Capacit!t Utillzatlon Eetimated Dieequilibrlum

- 
CAP. UTILIZATION 

- 
EST. DISEQ.

fig,rr" 5.1: Capacity Utilization and Estimated Disequilibrium (Goods)

pressed Inflation is the most probable regime. In early 1984, the inflation rate

fell to 5To, and thereater stabilized at around 4%. As regards unemployment,

from a peak of I2.8% in the late 1982, there has been a steady downward

trend. Therefo¡e while excess demand for labo¡ as indicated by the model

may be quite realistic, the excess demand for goods suggested is not borne

out by facts. The model is, by and large, able to classify regimes accurately,

except for 1972. Keynesian Unemployment is the regime assigned 1o 1972.

This was by no means a period of recession; unemplo¡-rrent rates were low

and inflation rates high, a period of expansionary fiscal and monetary pol-icy.

o.1

0.05

0

-0.05

-o.1

-0.15

-o.2

Yet another method avaiiable to assess the predictive potential of the
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_* UNEMPLOYMENT RATE _ EgT. DISEQ¡

Estlmated Dloequlilbrlum

79 7a

Figure 5.2: Unemployment and Estimated Disequilibrium (Labor)

model is to compare the capacity utilization of the economy with disequilib-

rium in the goods market and unemployment with disequilibrium in the labor

market. Such a measu¡e of disequilibrium for the goods ma¡ket is obtained by

calculatins (E(Yr) - )')Pr(CU)+ (E(y})- )')Pr(Æ/) + (y - E(l:)) PI(KU)

for each of the observations. Similarly a measu¡e of disequilibrium in the la-

bor market is (E(I,) - L)P{CU)+(¿ - E(Lo) Pr(^R/) +(E(L")- L)PI(CU).

A plot of the actual and predicted measures of disequilibrium in the goods

and labor market is given in figures 5.1 and 5.2. The correspondence between

predicted excess demand and capacity utilization ¡ates is good, except for the

periods 1979-1980 and 1983-1985. As for the labor market, the co-movements

of unemployment ¡ates and excess supply breaks down for 1983-1985. Regime
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classification assigns the latter period to Repressed Inflation unequivocally,

and the comparison of the actual and predicted suggests thai ii may well be

incorrect. Zero probabilites for other regimes do not reflect reality.

X{inimum conditions require that excess demands and excess suppiies be

non-negative, and so must be their estimated counterparts. This is in fact

true for al1 the estimated equations, except for labor demand under Keyne-

sian Unemployment, as can be seen from figures 5.3 and 5.4. L¿ lor th.at

regirne is lorver than L throughout the period of estimation. In order to

correct for this unacceptable situation, r\¡e estimated the labor demand rvith

cross restriction u-ith the production function. The parameter estimates for

the production function became implausible, and the regime ciassification ab-

surd. !\¡e surmise that specification of labor demand require further thought

and investigation.

5.4 Conclusion

A smali disequilibrium macroeconomic model rvas estimated. It was found

that the likelihood function is very sensitive to the initial estimates. Poor

initial estimates may lead the itera,tions to a local optimum u'here the values

of the parameter estimates are impÌausible. The problem seerns to be the

the presence of multiple optima. Specification searches are virtually ruled

out; for rvith a given specification, it may take unreasonably large amount

of real time, not to speak of CPLi time, to optimize the function. Conþl"d
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with that, there is the problem of the flat likelihood function. In the case of

the likelihood function, this is particulariy distressing, as l\¡as noted airove,

for the standard error of the parameter estimates are inaccurate. This has

also been noticed in other studies (Kooiman and Kloeck: 1985 and Goldfeld

and Quandt: 1975).

ln spite of al1 tirese problerns, it is gratifying to note that we were able to

obtain estimates and regime classification which are quite reasonable. The

magnitude of spill-over coefficients are not only as one would expect, but

also statistically significant, therby providing some proof of the utility of

disequilibrium theory in modeling business cvcles. The model simulates the

Canadian business cycle quite well for a large part of the sample period.

Ì:iì,f:-:
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C: Personal expenditure on goods and services at 1981 prices, billions of do1-

lars (Cansim: D 20032)

DI: Personal disposable income at 1981 prices, billions of dollars (Cansim: D

10111)

G: Government expenditures on goods and services at 1981 prices, billions

of dollars

I: Investment expenditures at 1981 prices, billions of dollars

K: Gross Capital stock excluding housing, at 1971 prices, quarterly figures

calculated from mid-year figures by smooth interpoiation (Statistics Canada,

13-211)

L: Employment for both sex sexes) 15 years and over, in thousands (Cansim:

D 767608)

LF: Labor Force, 15 years and over, in thousands (Cansim: D 767606)

M: Import of goods and services at 1981 prices in biliions of dollars (Cansim:

D 20048)

UNEN{P: Unemployment rate

TOT: Price index of exports at 1981 prices (Cansim: B 1300) = Price index

of imports at 1981 prices (Cansim: B 1350)

T.un: (Nominal wage rate (Statistics Canada, 11-206) + GNP deflator at 1981

prices)(Cansirn: D 20337)x 100

'--": (Nominal rvage rate (Statistis Cananda, 11-206) + Consumer Price In-

91
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dex)(Cansim: D 20338)x 100

WD: Index of industrial production of OECD countries (Selected Ðconomic

Statistics, OECD)

X : Exports of goods and services at 1981 prices billions of dollars (Cansim:

D 20044)

YL¿: GDP at 1981 prices, billions of dollars (Cansim: D 20031)

lL": GDP at 1981 prices, millions of doilars (Cansim: D 20031)

CIIR: Capacity Utilization Rates (Cansim: B 6000)
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Tlre likelihood function is derived on the assumption that the errors u¿, i:1,

2,....,6 are independently normally distributed u'ith zero means and constant

vatiances, of . There is also no correlation between the error terms so that it

is sufficient to derive the likelihood of a single observation. The endogenous

variables are Y, C, X and L. Variables in lou'er case denote that they appear

in logarithms in the maximization process. The joint density is given by

H:H.u*H,¿iHnu where

H"u - I,* lr* 9"u(1,!,X,1-u,\'-¿)d.\'-¿d.l-,

H,i - l,* /"* 9,;(1,g, X,l-¿,\'-¿)d.\'-¿d.l-¿

H¡u : l,* ll su.tt,Y, X,I-",a-")dy-"d,1-"

g..(.),9";(.) and gk"(.) are the joint density function of ti're endoge-

nous variables. The following residuals are defined. €1 : I - l¿-(tun),

ez : U - f U¿-(-n)), "r 
: y -Y-¿(.) - e4, €4 - X - Xr(.) and e5 : I - I-,(.).

Let n(',p,cz) and 1/(., li.,c2) be normal density and distribution functions

n'itlr mean p. and variance o2 antd let /(.) :n(.;0,1) and O(.) : /f(.;0, 1).

Appendix B: The Likelihood Function
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Classical Unemployment

I:l-¿(tun)+ut

U: f(I-¿(un))+u2

X : 'Y¿ - (1 - 0)(\'- )'-a(')) - (1 - 0)us! ?ua (5.16)

The joint density function of. g..(l,A,X,I-",f -¿) can be factorized as

1'-d.: Y-¿(') iuz*uq,

l-,: l*,(')*uu

The first two factors are (o1or)-'ó("tlo1)$(e2loz)and the third factor is

n(I-"iln",as). Integrating for /-" > / yields 7 - Q(e5lou). Tir" fourth factor

is obtained as a;u1þ(e.ulo.u) u'here e"u: (I - 0)"" - ?un and c.u as (i -
o)' o"' * o2 af; . .q:"(l;¿ lx)is

/_ ((1 - 0)a3 - 0o2)e." 
"r""rnln\\'-o; \' ut d(.) - ff , ;; )

Integrating for \'-¿ > l'- yields

1 - o ¡oo'znes+ 
(r - o)oïeq|

\ oga"uu4 /

Collecting terms

g 
". 

( ) : g'* (l) g'*(s 
) 
g"*(l - ") 

g:"( x ) 
gt* (l - ¿ I 

x )

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.17)

(5 18)

H.u - (o1a2o.u)-t ,þGt I ot)g(er l or)þ(e

/xl1-Õ
\

wcu

, tl
Þ(

,1o".)

0of;e3 J
I

o,
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Repressed Inflation

l-d:l-¿(wn)iq (5.19)

s : l(l-¿(-n)) + Tz(l - l*¿(.n)) - rlzut i u2 (5.20)

X : X¿ - (1 - 0r)(7' - l-r(')) - (1 - 0)rt+?un (5.21)

Y-¿ : \'-¿(.) I uz * u+ (5.22)

I : I-"(') * us (5.23)

Factorizing the joint density function g,;(1, g , X ,\'-d, L-¿) as

e,;(') : g|,(t) glo(y) gl,(x ) 
g\,(t-rls) gi,(Y-, 

I 
x ) ,

u'e obtain g);(l) as aulþ(e5lo5). As (20) and (21) identical to Classical

Unemployment, they result in the same expression. glr@) : o;;r(e,¿f o,¿)

u'lrere eri: 'tLZ - \24 and olr: qzzol+ol. Finally gluQ-¿lg) is obtained as

n(t-o,t-o-a*,#)oí; ci; '

Integrating for I-¿ ) /, rve get

1- Õ(

Collecting terms,

H, ; -- (a -, o..o r i,)-' ó G, I o u) ö( "., I 
o.,),þ(", o I o, r)

x1 - *¡7aïez + (r - 0)a3eq) x t - q(azzet + rÌzo2e'r.
\ o3o.uo4 '/ \ c1o2cr; )
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Keynesian Unemployment

I: l-¿(utn)+nt(a - f1-o(.n)) + ut-Ttuz (5.24)

aus: f(I-¿þa))+uz (5.25)

x : x¿(.) * ¿s (5.26)

\'- : \'-¿(.) r u" + un (5.27)

l-" : /-"(') * ru (5.28)

Factorizing the joint density function gn (l,U,X,Y*,,/-,) as

e ku : sI"(I) s'k"(Y ) 
gl"6 

) 
gl"(v -,lI) guu,(t -,),

u'e obtain the second and third factors as (qoa)-t ,þG"lo")ó("nlon) and the

last'factor u'hen integrated f.or l-" ) I is the same as in Classical Unem-

ployrnent. We obtain gtk"(l) as o;]Sþ¡uloou), r¡'here eku: et - Tte2 and

o\u: ol + ,llal. Finalil', g'..(A-"ll) is derived as

n(\'-,; f (t-a(-), **,#)
c'ku c-ku '

Integrating lor y-o ) g, rve have

1- Õ(

Therefore,

H ¡u : (o 3c ao ¡".)-',þG" I " ") 
ó(e a I o a) þ(e r. l, x.)

x1- Õ(e5/ou) * 1- O çoz2e!rl!-+-ot2ez1' \ o1t2o¡"u t
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Chapter 6

Concluslon

The objective of this dissertation s'as to estimate a disequilibrium macroe-

conomic model. The motive behind this goal lvas tu'o-fold. One rvas to

estirnate a disequilibrium model in the specific context of Canadian data,

and the second was to investigate the efrcacy and appropriateness of the

existing metliodologies. At the time of the inception of the research, trn'o

methods of estimation'rvere availabie to the inl'estigator. They were the

Full-Information Maximum Likelihood approach of Maddala and Nelson

(1974) and the l\4atirematical Programming Approch of Ginsburgh, Tish-

ler and Zang (1980). Since then another appraoch has made its appearence,

the Pseudo-I\4aximum Likelihood approacir of Laroque and Salanie (tOa9).

For reasons outlined in Chapter IV, the Full-Information Maximum Like-

lihood was found superior, and hence was adopted for estimation. Th.is en-

tailed the derivation of a likelihood function. Earlie¡ studies of Kooiman and

Kloeck (1984) and Artus et al.(1985) greatly fecilitated the present author
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in his own formulation of the likeliliood function. The maxirnization of the

iikelihood function (using the numerical optimization programme GQOPTa)

proved to be a very difrcult task. But we are happy to report that an unique

Iocal optimum was finally obtained.

Kooiman and Kloeck (1985) and Artus et al. (1984) and the present study

agree that FIML is problematic because maximization of the likeiihood func-

tion involved is no mearì task. The Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood technique

of Laroque and Salanie (1989) rvas devised to overcome the problems of both

the Ginsburgh et ai. and l\{addala and Nelson (FIX'{L) approaches, and may

very well be the rnethodology of the future. Laroque and Salanie report that

tireir approach has none of the problems encountered by the 1\'Iaddala and

Nelson approach. Ample proof of this assertion is forthcoming not only in

Laroque and Salanie (1989) where they estimate a disequiiibrium macroeco-

nomic model via tirree Pseudo-Nlaximum Likelihood techniques, but also in

Laroque (1989), where the ambitious project of estimating for four countries

(France, Germany, the U.K. and the U.S.A.)is successfully undertaken.
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